Programs to Support Individuals (1965-2014)
(Bush Fellowship Program, Bush Artist Fellowships, Bush Leadership Fellowships, Bush Medical Fellowships, Enduring Vision Awards, Dakota Creative Connections)

Participants (by Name)

Melvin Aanerud
1974 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Andriana Abariotes
2014 Bush Fellowship Program
Eugene E. Abbott
1978 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Habon Abdulle
2013 Bush Fellowship Program
Francis Abraham, M.D.
1999 Bush Medical Fellowship
Robert O. Aby, M.D.
1989 Bush Medical Fellowship
Hans Louis Accola
1994 Bush Artist Fellowship
Peter M. Ackerberg
1974 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Kathryn J. Ackland
1982 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Jamal Adam
2014 Bush Fellowship Program
Margaret A. Adamek
2005 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Bruce E. Adams, M.D.
1984 Bush Medical Fellowship
Sister Catherine Addy
1987 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Davida Delores Adedjouma
1988 Bush Artist Fellowship
Ira R. Adelman
1989 Bush Leadership Fellowship
David Adjmi
2009 Bush Artist Fellowship
Diane Ahrens
1977 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Chris Aiken
1998 Bush Artist Fellowship
Joe Aiken
1978 Bush Artist Fellowship
Tyrone Ta-coumba Aiken
1992 Bush Artist Fellowship
Shelli Ann Ainsworth
2001 Bush Artist Fellowship
Kenneth W. Aitchison
1976 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Kinji A. Akagawa
1981 Bush Artist Fellowship
Mohamed M. Alabari
2008 Bush Leadership Fellowship
David J. Albersman
1985 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Paulette Bates Alden
1982 Bush Artist Fellowship
Richard P. Alfuth, M.D.
1996 Bush Medical Fellowship
Zahra Aljabri
2012 Bush Fellowship Program
Stephen P. Allbee
1977 Bush Leadership Fellowship
David O. Allen
1989 Bush Leadership Fellowship
John H. Allen, M.D.
1981 Bush Medical Fellowship
Vickie Lynn Allen
2004 Bush Leadership Fellowship
William D. Allen
1995 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Debbie A. Allert, M.D.
2001 Bush Medical Fellowship
Julio Almanza
1983 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Vernon E. Almlie
1979 Bush Leadership Fellowship
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Lynne A. Alpert  
1983 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Peter A. Altman  
1972 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Arthur D. Amiotte  
1980 Bush Leadership Fellowship  
2002 Bush Artist Fellowship  
2010 Enduring Vision Award

Tania Amochaev  
1977 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Wendy L. Andberg  
1979 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Norman Axel Andersen  
1987 Bush Artist Fellowship  
2000 Bush Artist Fellowship

Albert B. Anderson  
1975 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Arden O. Anderson, M.D.  
1989 Bush Medical Fellowship

Charles S. Anderson  
1972 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Chester A. Anderson, M.D.  
1985 Bush Medical Fellowship

David W. Anderson  
1985 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Harlan V. Anderson  
1972 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Jean B. Anderson  
1983 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Jo E. Anderson, M.D.  
1979 Bush Medical Fellowship

Kathryn E. Anderson  
1991 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Linda L. Anderson  
2006 Bush Leadership Fellowship

M. Cochise Anderson  
2002 Bush Artist Fellowship

Marla J. Anderson  
2000 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Peter D. Anderson  
2010 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Philip J. Anderson  
1984 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Robert M. Anderson  
1994 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Robert T. Anderson  
1981 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Song L. Anderson  
2003 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Vicki L. Anderson, M.D.  
1990 Bush Medical Fellowship

Margaret E. Anderson Kelliher  
2003 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Lee A. Antell  
1994 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Wilfred Antell  
1972 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Kathleen C. Antolak, M.D.  
1995 Bush Medical Fellowship

Mauricio Arango  
2008 Bush Artist Fellowship

Yolanda L. Arauza  
2005 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Donald B. Ardell, Ph.D.  
1972 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Douglas Lee Argue  
1988 Bush Artist Fellowship

Jannina Aristy  
2010 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Heidi Jean Arneson  
1996 Bush Artist Fellowship

Maggie Arzdorf-Schubbe  
1988 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Tracine D. Asberry  
2007 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Sister Mary Madonna Ashton  
1976 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Floyd W. Askim  
1976 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Norik Astvatsaturov  
2008 Bush Artist Fellowship

Mark L. Atchison  
1977 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Marcia J. Aubineau  
1997 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Mary Jo I. Avendano de Bealka  
2002 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Karrie L. Azure  
2008 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Nina Bacaner, M.D.  
2002 Bush Medical Fellowship

Alice M. Bad Heart Bull  
2000 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Loretta Bad Heart Bull  
1988 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Robert S. Badal
1982 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Christine Baeumler
2011 Bush Fellowship Program

Jessica Bailey
1987 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Theresa Bailey
1979 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Nan Baker
2013 Bush Fellowship Program

Pamela Baker
1989 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Susan F. Baker
2007 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Matthew James Bakkom
2008 Bush Artist Fellowship

Roxanne H. Bakula
1982 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Richard L. Baldwin
1977 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Carol L. Balek
1995 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Conrad G. Balfour
1974 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Jaochim M. Banda
1991 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Deborah K. Banik
1993 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Linda R. Bank
1981 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Roland E. Barden
1992 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Reuben J. Bareis, M.D.
1987 Bush Medical Fellowship

Vivian M. Barfield
1980 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Eric William Barnum
2005 Bush Artist Fellowship

Lowell W. Barr, M.D.
1988 Bush Medical Fellowship

Terri Barreiro
1979 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Yvonne L. Barrett
2006 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Harriet J. Bart
2000 Bush Artist Fellowship

Sylvia Bartley
2014 Bush Fellowship Program

Peter Bartling
1973 Bush Leadership Fellowship

G. Robert R. Bartron, M.D.
1989 Bush Medical Fellowship

David C. Bartsch, M.D.
1994 Bush Medical Fellowship

Jon E. Bathke
1987 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Carol Batsell Benner
1997 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Patrick Baudhuin
1974 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Emily Baxter
2011 Bush Fellowship Program

John A. Baule
1990 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Charles N. Bean, M.D.
1980 Bush Medical Fellowship

Keith Bear
2009 Bush Artist Fellowship

Willarene Beasley
1989 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Freeman T. Beasley, Jr.
1982 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Arba-Della Beck
1985 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Stacy M. Becker
1998 Bush Leadership Fellowship

William K. Becker, M.D.
1997 Bush Medical Fellowship

Tracy L. Beckman
1994 Bush Leadership Fellowship

John Becknell
1993 Bush Artist Fellowship

Laurie J. Becvar
1994 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Brian Paul Begley
2009 Dakota Creative Connections

Diana Marie Behl
2008 Dakota Creative Connections

James R. Beix, M.D.
1995 Bush Medical Fellowship

Dean Belbas
1966 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Virginia L. Belden
1989 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Rolf Henrik Belgum
2005 Bush Artist Fellowship

Rodney E. Bell
1976 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Mark A. Bellcourt
2004 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Michael K. Belton
2005 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Sandra Benitez
1999 Bush Artist Fellowship

John B. Bennett
1975 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Beth K. Bennington
1999 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Thomas E. Benson
1972 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Barbara A. Bentz, M.D.
1999 Bush Medical Fellowship

Walter H. Bera
1994 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Robert J. Berdahl
1983 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Claudia J. Berg
2000 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Reverend David F. Berg
1976 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Merrill Berg
1975 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Patricia D. Berg
1989 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Reverend Daniel P. Bergeland
1982 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Sheri Bergeron, M.D.
2008 Bush Medical Fellowship

Eric Bergeson
2011 Bush Fellowship Program

Daniel P. Bergin
2001 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Jacquie Berglund
2014 Bush Fellowship Program

Barry A. Bershaw, M.D.
1992 Bush Medical Fellowship

Diane M. Berthel
1993 Bush Leadership Fellowship

F. Blanton B. Bessinger, M.D.
1991 Bush Medical Fellowship

Barbara Best
1978 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Steven J. Beyer
1982 Bush Artist Fellowship

Tom M. Beyer
1989 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Mary Anne Bibby
1978 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Sister Kathleen Ann Bierne
1977 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Amelia Carol Biewald
2004 Bush Artist Fellowship

Frank Big Bear
1986 Bush Artist Fellowship

2008 Enduring Vision Award

Jennifer L. Billig
1999 Bush Leadership Fellowship

George Biltz, M.D.
2002 Bush Medical Fellowship

Carol J. Birklund
1985 Bush Leadership Fellowship

James R. Bjorklund
1975 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Tawanna Black
2014 Bush Fellowship Program

Philip William Blackburn
2003 Bush Artist Fellowship

Jerome M. Blake, M.D.
1986 Bush Medical Fellowship

Katie Blanchard
2012 Bush Fellowship Program

Laura Blaw
1983 Bush Artist Fellowship

Janet B. Blesener
1992 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Lee Blessing
1986 Bush Artist Fellowship

Ricardo Adrian Bloch
1995 Bush Artist Fellowship

F. Jeffrey Blodgett
1997 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Roger V. Blomquist
1976 Bush Leadership Fellowship

John W. Bluford
1981 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Robert W. Blum
1977 Bush Leadership Fellowship
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Fellowship Year(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carol Bly</td>
<td>1980, 1985, 1988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Bly</td>
<td>1978, 1985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark P. Board</td>
<td>1993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reverend Craig A. Boehlke</td>
<td>1985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nanette J. Boehm</td>
<td>1986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martha Boesing</td>
<td>1983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robin Rae S. Bofferding</td>
<td>1981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vernal Bogren Swift</td>
<td>1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosellen Bohlen</td>
<td>1983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eyenga M. Bokamba</td>
<td>2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Douglas L. Bolen</td>
<td>1982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bradley Andrew Bombardier</td>
<td>1988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denise L. Bonde, M.D.</td>
<td>2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darryl W. Booker</td>
<td>1985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louis Boone</td>
<td>1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alta M. Bordeaux</td>
<td>1991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winston Borden</td>
<td>1986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James T. Borgestad</td>
<td>1979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barrie Jean Borich</td>
<td>1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ernest B. Borr</td>
<td>1977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maura L. Bosch</td>
<td>2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natalie K. Bothwell</td>
<td>1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chad E. Boul, M.D.</td>
<td>1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa B. Boul, M.D.</td>
<td>1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ronald W. Bowen</td>
<td>1983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judith A. Bowers</td>
<td>1979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sally Bowker</td>
<td>1992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earl W. Bowman, Jr.</td>
<td>1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank E. Boyd, M.D.</td>
<td>1979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Boyd</td>
<td>1986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert H. Boyd</td>
<td>1978</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Margaret S. Brchan  
1979 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Jill Breckenridge  
1980 Bush Artist Fellowship

Jennifer E. Breen  
2009 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Joseph M. Breidel  
1977 Bush Artist Fellowship

Beverly W. Brekke-Bailey  
1979 Bush Leadership Fellowship

James M. Brekken  
1970 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Joseph N. Bresette  
1988 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Richard Thomas Brewer  
1989 Bush Artist Fellowship

Marie M. Bristol  
1976 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Kenneth R. Britton, D.O.  
2009 Bush Medical Fellowship

Janet G. Brodahl  
1979 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Richard Broecker  
1975 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Jeffrey E. Brooks  
1989 Bush Artist Fellowship

Kathleen D. Brooks, M.D.  
1995 Bush Medical Fellowship

Kevin Brooks  
2013 Bush Fellowship Program

James D. Brosseau, M.D.  
1995 Bush Medical Fellowship

Valerie J. Broughton  
1989 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Donna L. Brown  
2001 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Garfield W. Brown, M.D.  
1985 Bush Medical Fellowship

John L. Brown  
1988 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Larry L. Brown  
1988 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Mirt D. Brown  
1978 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Tony A. Brown  
2000 Bush Artist Fellowship

William T. Brown  
1983 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Michael Dennis Browne  
1981 Bush Artist Fellowship

Donald G. Bruce  
1982 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Helen B. Bruce  
1990 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Maureen R. Bruce  
1995 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Linda B. Bruemmer  
1994 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Philip Brunelle  
1975 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Donald J. Brunquell  
1991 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Mary E. Bruns  
1984 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Gloria D. Brush  
1983 Bush Artist Fellowship

Leif Brush  
1979 Bush Artist Fellowship

Bernardine D. Bryant  
1996 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Ernest Arthur Bryant III  
2006 Bush Artist Fellowship

M. J. Buckanaga  
1971 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Marilyn Rose Buckingham  
1981 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Dan R. Bucks  
1977 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Mike Bucsko  
2009 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Reverend Bruce Buller  
1975 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Loeung Bun  
2006 Bush Artist Fellowship

Constance G. Bundy  
1982 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Peter P. Bundy  
1980 Bush Artist Fellowship

John L. Bungum  
1985 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Suzanne L. Bunkers  
1995 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Daniel J. Buraczeski
2004 Bush Artist Fellowship

Larry Burd
1990 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Robert E. Burgfechtel, M.D.
1985 Bush Medical Fellowship

Gary L. Burkart
1981 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Greg Allen Burnett, M.D.
2007 Bush Medical Fellowship

Alan Burns
1984 Bush Artist Fellowship

Kari Dunn Buron
2003 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Joyce A. Burr
1984 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Amy Burt, D.O.
2007 Bush Medical Fellowship

Karen A. Burzette
1997 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Robert A. Bushfield
1987 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Reverend Dr. Joy Bussert
1985 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Mark P. Butterbrodt, M.D.
1992 Bush Medical Fellowship

James R. Byrne
1980 Bush Artist Fellowship

Oliver E. Byrum
1981 Bush Leadership Fellowship

John Thomas Caddy
1989 Bush Artist Fellowship

Karen J. Cadigan
2002 Bush Leadership Fellowship

J. William Cadotte
1986 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Maria Calderon-Barenes
1979 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Dwight W. Call
1980 Bush Leadership Fellowship

James Callahan
1984 Bush Artist Fellowship

Michael A. Callahan
1984 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Kathleen Camara
1975 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Mary L. Cameron
1999 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Linda Joyce Camp
1987 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Brian C. Campion, M.D.
1987 Bush Medical Fellowship

1988 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Remo Campopiano
1986 Bush Artist Fellowship

Alvaro Cardona-Hine
1978 Bush Artist Fellowship

Laurie Dorathea Carlos
2004 Bush Artist Fellowship

Arne H. Carlson
1971 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Gary Carlson, M.D.
2003 Bush Medical Fellowship

Rick J. Carlson
1971 Bush Leadership Fellowship

James E. Carlson Otero
1998 Bush Leadership Fellowship

John E. Carmichael
1974 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Eugene Carr
1975 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Judale Renard Carr
2000 Bush Artist Fellowship

Mary Carr, M.D.
2004 Bush Medical Fellowship

Darren D. Carroll
1990 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Mary Beth Carroll
1998 Bush Artist Fellowship

Thomas R. Carroll
1982 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Amy L. Carter
1998 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Emily Carter
1994 Bush Artist Fellowship

Joel W. Carter, M.D.
2002 Bush Medical Fellowship

Lori A. Carter-Bell
2000 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Donald M. Cassata
1987 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Joseph B. Caulfield, Ed.D.
1980 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Jerry Cavanaugh
1996 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Deborah A. Ceglowski
1992 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Donald D. Celender
1979 Bush Artist Fellowship

Ellen E. Chaffee
1977 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Marisha A. Chamberlain
1981 Bush Artist Fellowship

Carl W. Chan, M.D.
1993 Bush Medical Fellowship

Sunny Sinh Chanthanouvong
2012 Bush Fellowship Program

Bounxou Daoheuang Chanthraphone
2002 Bush Artist Fellowship
2010 Enduring Vision Award

Teresa L. Chapa, Ph.D. MPA
1999 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Steven D. Chapman
1993 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Stephanie R. Charging Eagle
1999 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Bruce Charlesworth
1981 Bush Artist Fellowship
1989 Bush Artist Fellowship
2000 Bush Artist Fellowship

Deborah J. Chase
1996 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Ananya Chatterjea
2002 Bush Artist Fellowship

Cedric N. Chatterley
2010 Bush Artist Fellowship

Donald A. Checots
1980 Bush Leadership Fellowship

John R. Chell
1991 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Nina Chenault
1996 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Maria Cheng
1985 Bush Artist Fellowship

Marisol Chiclana-Ayala
2006 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Dallas William Chief Eagle
2009 Dakota Creative Connections

David M. Childs
1992 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Mary Ellen Childs
1989 Bush Artist Fellowship
1999 Bush Artist Fellowship

Shirley Chouinard
2012 Bush Fellowship Program

Sara Ann Christensen Blair
2008 Dakota Creative Connections

Marilyn A. Christenson
1984 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Neil E. Christenson
1979 Bush Leadership Fellowship

John W. Christian
1987 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Kristin Christiansen, M.D.
2008 Bush Medical Fellowship

Ken Christianson
1979 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Richard Y. Chuang
1987 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Won Chung, M.D.
2009 Bush Medical Fellowship

Gerald E. Church, M.D.
1982 Bush Medical Fellowship

Ryan D. Church
2000 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Joe Michael Chvala
1994 Bush Artist Fellowship

June H. Cicero
1987 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Barbara B. Cichy
1993 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Chris Marie Cinque
1993 Bush Artist Fellowship

J. William Clarey
1972 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Karen Joy Clark
1993 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Steven G. Clemenson, M.D.
2000 Bush Medical Fellowship

Ceil Anne Clement
2002 Bush Artist Fellowship

Kathryn Clark Cochran
1995 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Linda S. Coffey
1976 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Carole A. Coffey Hannah
1989 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Phillip H. Coffman
1973 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Linda Cohen
1980 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Richard C. Cole
1965 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Richard D. Cole
1981 Bush Artist Fellowship

Nicholas J. Coleman
2010 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Michael Collins
1977 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Viola James Colombe
2006 Bush Artist Fellowship

Yvonne C. Conell
1977 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Marilyn Condon
1975 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Michael P. Conforti
1985 Bush Leadership Fellowship

William L. Connelly
1980 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Gloria L. Contreras-Edin
2002 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Mark V. Conway
1994 Bush Leadership Fellowship

C. Scott Cooper
2007 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Colleen Cooper, M.D.
2000 Bush Medical Fellowship

Janice L. Cooper
1999 Bush Leadership Fellowship

George H. Copa
1982 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Jacqueline Copeland-Carson
1997 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Julie T. Copenhaver
1980 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Brian E. Copp
1986 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Kathleen A. Corak
1992 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Devin D. Corbin
2005 Bush Artist Fellowship

James P. Corcoran
1984 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Rose Cordier
2002 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Kathleen Anne Coskran
1988 Bush Artist Fellowship

Virginia Scheid Coss
1979 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Reverend Raymond J. Cossette
1976 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Pamela Jo Costain
1992 Bush Leadership Fellowship

James J. Costello
1992 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Kathleen M. Coulde-King
2009 Dakota Creative Connections

Susan M. Coultrap-McQuin
1992 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Thomas B. Courtice
1977 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Steven L. Couture
1995 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Carl Cowell
2012 Bush Fellowship Program

Reverend John M. Cox
1977 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Mildred L. Cox
1982 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Wayne Cox
1992 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Nancy Ann Coyne
2010 Bush Artist Fellowship

Earl D. Craig
1980 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Joseph C. Crawford
1986 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Susan W. Crawford
1989 Bush Leadership Fellowship

George D. Crislip, M.D.
1982 Bush Medical Fellowship

Susan J. Crockett
1984 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Raymond Cross
1988 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Christopher E. Crutchfield
2001 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Hector T. Cruz
1995 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Timothy P. Culbert, M.D.
1999 Bush Medical Fellowship
Kathleen A. Culhane-Pera, M.D.  
1998 Bush Medical Fellowship

Walter J. Cullen  
1973 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Robert J. Cumming, M.D.  
1986 Bush Medical Fellowship

DeAnna Cummings  
2007 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Carl W. Cummins III  
1986 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Gary L. Cunningham  
1991 Bush Leadership Fellowship

John F. Cunningham  
1981 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Allen L. Curtis  
1976 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Martha Doty Cushing  
1979 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Bruce Cutler  
1990 Bush Artist Fellowship

Martin M. Cutler  
2002 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Elizabeth V. Cutter-Wilson  
1991 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Dorit Cypis  
1993 Bush Artist Fellowship

Heidi Kristine Czerwiec  
2009 Dakota Creative Connections

J. Philip Dacey  
1977 Bush Artist Fellowship

Hans Allyn Dahl  
1981 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Stephen Michael Dahl  
1990 Bush Artist Fellowship

Philip J. Dahlberg, M.D.  
1991 Bush Medical Fellowship

Barbara K. Dahlen  
2002 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Donald C. Dahlin  
1975 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Reverend M. Larry Dahlstrom  
1978 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Cathleen A. Dalglish  
1976 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Claudia Hampston Daly  
1979 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Denis J. Daly  
1966 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Betsy Damon  
1996 Bush Artist Fellowship

Lori P. Dando  
1992 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Tane Danger  
2014 Bush Fellowship Program

Elizabeth B. Danielson  
1993 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Rodney A. Danielson  
1991 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Stephanie D. Darsa  
1980 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Ann Marie Daum  
1999 Bush Artist Fellowship

Brent Michael Davids  
2001 Bush Artist Fellowship

Karen Lynn Davidson  
2008 Dakota Creative Connections

Stacey Rae Davidson  
2000 Bush Artist Fellowship

Diane Davies  
2011 Bush Fellowship Program

Catherine A. Davis, M.D.  
2006 Bush Medical Fellowship

Eunice A. Davis, M.D.  
1987 Bush Medical Fellowship

F. Mark Davis  
1974 Bush Leadership Fellowship

James L. Davis  
1990 Bush Leadership Fellowship

John L. Davis  
1984 Bush Leadership Fellowship

John M. Davis  
1985 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Sherry S. Davis  
1989 Bush Leadership Fellowship

W. Jeremy Davis  
1979 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Liza Ann Davitch  
2003 Bush Artist Fellowship

Cathy Day  
1999 Bush Artist Fellowship

Donald R. Day  
1994 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Elizabeth Garber Day  
2008 Bush Artist Fellowship
James H. Day  
1986 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Julia Anne Day  
1998 Bush Artist Fellowship

Priscilla A. Day  
1997 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Hannah E. Dean  
1982 Bush Leadership Fellowship

James C. Dean  
1980 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Thomas M. Dean, M.D.  
2002 Bush Medical Fellowship

Michael J. DeBevec, M.D.  
1987 Bush Medical Fellowship

Carolyn Clark DeCato  
1988 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Diadra Decker  
1983 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Albert R. DeCosse  
1974 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Mary Louise Defender Wilson  
2004 Bush Artist Fellowship

2009 Enduring Vision Award

Vincent Loren Delaney  
2003 Bush Artist Fellowship

Raymond Dehn  
2012 Bush Fellowship Program

Pierre Delattre  
1985 Bush Artist Fellowship

Kamiab Delfanian, M.D.  
2001 Bush Medical Fellowship

Irve Dell  
1988 Bush Artist Fellowship

Loretta M. DeLong  
1990 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Carolyn M. DeLorme  
2010 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Brad Delzer  
2011 Bush Fellowship Program

Heidi Demars  
2013 Bush Fellowship Program

Helen DeMichiel  
1989 Bush Artist Fellowship

Daniel J. Dennehy  
1991 Bush Artist Fellowship

Everette E. Dennis  
1980 Bush Leadership Fellowship

James Girard Denomie  
2008 Bush Artist Fellowship

Daphne D. DePorres  
1991 Bush Leadership Fellowship

John E. Derby  
1978 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Robert T. Derus  
1988 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Mary M. Desch, M.D.  
1997 Bush Medical Fellowship

Mary B. DesRoches  
1975 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Richard J. Dethmers  
1978 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Brother Louis DeThomasis, F.S.C.  
1986 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Nancy G. Detjen  
1974 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Leena T. Devaraj, M.D.  
1991 Bush Medical Fellowship

Debra Joan DeWitz  
1979 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Susana M. di Palma  
1990 Bush Artist Fellowship

2006 Bush Artist Fellowship

David Dick  
1993 Bush Artist Fellowship

Cheryl P. Dickson  
1981 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Michael G. Diedrich  
1990 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Mark Dienhart  
1989 Bush Leadership Fellowship

William Dikel, M.D.  
2004 Bush Medical Fellowship

Christopher L. Dill  
1989 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Gloria Dimoplon  
1993 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Dale L. Dinger  
1983 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Richard W. Dinter, M.D.  
1986 Bush Medical Fellowship

Janet V. Ditmanson  
1992 Bush Leadership Fellowship

The Honorable Karen R. Diver  
2002 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Genie C. Dixon
1991 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Mark M. Dobson
1980 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Deidre Dodge
1982 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Thomas E. Dolan
1974 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Daniel J. Donahue
1976 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Joel Donna
2012 Bush Fellowship Program

Glenn S. Dorfman
1982 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Carol Dorgan Jackson
1978 Bush Leadership Fellowship

John W. Dorn
2003 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Duane Dornheim
1978 Bush Leadership Fellowship

James L. Dorr
1973 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Suzanne M. Dotson
1979 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Reverend Dr. Gary Downing
1982 Bush Leadership Fellowship

John E. Downs, M.D.
2001 Bush Medical Fellowship

Kathryn J. Draeger
1999 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Mary Ann S. Dressel
1986 Bush Leadership Fellowship

2003 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Jennifer Drewes
1980 Bush Artist Fellowship

Laurie C. Drill-Mellum, M.D.
2009 Bush Medical Fellowship

Beverley S. Driscoll
1984 Bush Leadership Fellowship

D. John J. Driscoll, M.D.
1990 Bush Medical Fellowship

Lawrence N. Dukes
1980 Bush Leadership Fellowship

John G. Dumonceaux
1978 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Melvin E. Duncan
1997 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Lillian K. Duran
2005 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Edward Duren, Jr.
1987 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Terry Dwelle, M.D.
2007 Bush Medical Fellowship

David Dwyer
1991 Bush Artist Fellowship

Ruth S. Dzik
1986 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Franklin Earnest, M.D.
1999 Bush Medical Fellowship

Mary Moore Easter
1986 Bush Artist Fellowship

David H. Eberhardt
2005 Bush Artist Fellowship

David F. Ebnet
1987 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Neal C. Eddy
1987 Bush Leadership Fellowship

JonMarc Edwards
1989 Bush Artist Fellowship

Halisi J. Edwards Staten
1996 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Sister Katherine E. Egan
1976 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Edward P. Ehlinger, M.D.
1988 Bush Medical Fellowship

Bert L. Ehrmann
1976 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Angie Eilers
2008 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Charles F. Eisenbeis, M.D.
1981 Bush Medical Fellowship

Makram El-Amin
2014 Bush Fellowship Program

Jonathan Elam
1980 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Marilou D. Eldred
1986 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Steven R. Elias, M.D.
2001 Bush Medical Fellowship

Leland Eliason
1978 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Sandra H. Eliason, M.D.
2001 Bush Medical Fellowship
Abderrahman S. Elkhader  
2008 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Robert L. Ellingson  
1983 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Dave Ellis  
2013 Bush Fellowship Program

David W. Ellison, M.D.  
1986 Bush Medical Fellowship

Dawn M. Ellison, M.D.  
2006 Bush Medical Fellowship

Mark Ellison  
2013 Bush Fellowship Program

Sister Helen A. Elsbernd  
1979 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Dee S. Elwood  
1992 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Alva W. Emerson  
1987 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Henry C. Emmons, M.D.  
1997 Bush Medical Fellowship

Paul F. Emmons  
1995 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Ellen M. Engelhart  
1991 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Rebecca J. Engelman  
2010 Bush Leadership Fellowship

John Robert Engman  
1987 Bush Artist Fellowship

Jeanne Ennen  
2013 Bush Fellowship Program

Kendra J. Enright  
1998 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Arlen Erdahl  
1965 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Heid E. Erdrich  
2001 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Liselotte A. Erdrich  
2007 Bush Artist Fellowship

Carlton R. Erickson, M.D.  
1982 Bush Medical Fellowship

Clifford W. Erickson  
1976 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Marilyn S. Erickson  
1987 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Paul F. Erickson, M.D.  
1994 Bush Medical Fellowship

Stephen K. Erickson  
1979 Bush Leadership Fellowship

David J. Ericson  
1984 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Sister Jacquelyn Ernster  
1982 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Mary Elizabeth Esch  
1998 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Robert L. Euritt  
1966 Bush Leadership Fellowship

David Allan Evans  
1990 Bush Artist Fellowship

Donald L. Evans, M.D.  
1991 Bush Medical Fellowship

James M. Evans, M.D.  
1991 Bush Medical Fellowship

Jonathan Evans  
2000 Bush Medical Fellowship

Douglas Randolph Ewart  
1997 Bush Artist Fellowship

Duane A. Ewers  
1975 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Leola K. Ewing  
1977 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Chris Kevin Eyre  
2007 Bush Artist Fellowship

Jean K. Fahey, M.D.  
1994 Bush Medical Fellowship

Meridel D. Fahsl  
1976 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Brendan G. Fairbanks  
2004 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Paulette Fairbanks-Molin  
1979 Bush Leadership Fellowship

April Fairfield  
2012 Bush Fellowship Program

Joann R. Fannin  
1981 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Farhiya M. Farah  
2009 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Nimo Farah  
2014 Bush Fellowship Program

Kathleen S. Farah, M.D.  
1993 Bush Medical Fellowship

Richard H. Fasnacht  
1989 Bush Leadership Fellowship
David E. Fast  
1974 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Paul D. Fate  
1999 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Christopher Chad Faust  
1995 Bush Artist Fellowship

Charles J. Fazio, M.D.  
1989 Bush Medical Fellowship

Ken Feingold  
1985 Bush Artist Fellowship

Linda Feist  
1983 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Siri Fiebiger, M.D.  
2005 Bush Medical Fellowship

Barbara Joan Field  
1988 Bush Artist Fellowship

James B. Field  
1976 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Susan Brown Fiene  
1978 Bush Artist Fellowship

Gary C. Fifield, M.D.  
1989 Bush Medical Fellowship

Anthony J. Filipovitch  
1987 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Rose A. Findlen  
1992 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Ariah Fine  
2013 Bush Fellowship Program

Anita P. Fineday  
1996 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Kim William Fink  
2008 Dakota Creative Connections

Michael A. Fischer  
1997 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Robert Andrew Fischer  
1998 Bush Artist Fellowship

Carole Gorney Fisher  
1976 Bush Artist Fellowship

1984 Bush Artist Fellowship

David F. Fisher  
1991 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Wayne Fisher  
1986 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Gregory G. Fitch  
1980 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Vikki L. Fix  
1989 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Edward J. Flahavan  
1973 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Claire F. Fleischman  
1977 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Alan A. Fleischmann, M.D.  
1998 Bush Medical Fellowship

Rachel M. Fleissner, M.D.  
2006 Bush Medical Fellowship

Henry J. Flocken  
2006 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Eileen R. Flory  
1982 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Sarah K. Flotten  
1998 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Laura Morgan Flynn  
2009 Bush Artist Fellowship

Michael D. Flynn  
1995 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Steven S. Foldes  
1986 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Thomas W. Foley  
1975 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Keith E. Folkert, M.D.  
1995 Bush Medical Fellowship

J. Perry Forster  
1981 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Keith G. Foster, M.D.  
1984 Bush Medical Fellowship

Gregory R. Fox  
1979 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Juliet R. Fox  
2005 Bush Leadership Fellowship

LaVonne F. Fox  
2001 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Sarah Elizabeth Fox  
2001 Bush Artist Fellowship

Monica G. Frakes  
1981 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Patricia Weaver Francisco  
1985 Bush Artist Fellowship

1995 Bush Artist Fellowship

Donald L. Frankenfeld  
1987 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Gerard W. Frawley  
1977 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Anita B. Frederick
2009 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Carol J. Freeman
1987 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Nathaniel Hayes Freeman
2008 Bush Artist Fellowship

George H. Frein
1978 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Bayard T. French, M.D.
1982 Bush Medical Fellowship

Sayer Susan Frey
1999 Bush Artist Fellowship

Stephanie K. Frey
1993 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Gilbert R. Friend-Jones
1991 Bush Leadership Fellowship

James A. Fries
1979 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Daniel N. Fritze
1984 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Dale E. Froelich
1987 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Thomas H. Frost
1987 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Jacqualyn Gist Fuller
1984 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Rex D. Fuller
1993 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Linda F. Fullerton
1983 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Joel L. Furda, M.D.
2004 Bush Medical Fellowship

Adelaide MacKenzie Fuss
2003 Bush Artist Fellowship

Frank Gaard
1984 Bush Artist Fellowship

Kathryn C. Gagnon
1979 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Maxine D. Gaiber
1976 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Colette Christine Gaiter
1996 Bush Artist Fellowship

Fulton D. Gallagher
1981 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Allika Galloway
2012 Bush Fellowship Program

John J. Galles
1978 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Harold J. Galvin
1985 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Paul J. Gam
1996 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Linda K. Gammell
1984 Bush Artist Fellowship

Mary Jean Gander
1979 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Max E. Garland
1999 Bush Artist Fellowship

Gregory L. Garnett, M.D.
1982 Bush Medical Fellowship

Cliff K. Garten
1994 Bush Artist Fellowship

Roy Garza
1987 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Rex W. Gaskill
1982 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Dennis L. Gaspar
1982 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Alice T. Gasque
1982 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Kathleen M. Gatson
1996 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Anthony Gatto
2001 Bush Artist Fellowship

Marilyn G. Gayda
1986 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Lynn B. Geesaman
1991 Bush Artist Fellowship

Frederick J. Gelbmann
1973 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Lila J. George
1983 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Bernard C. Gerber, M.D.
1987 Bush Medical Fellowship

Sandra G. Gerber
2001 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Susan M. Gerenz
1996 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Doris Giago
1990 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Maureen Gibbon
2001 Bush Artist Fellowship

Shannon Elaine Gibney
2005 Bush Artist Fellowship

Anthony J. Giefer, M.D.
1992 Bush Medical Fellowship

Joanna M. Giesek
1976 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Amy Gilbert, M.D.
2006 Bush Medical Fellowship

Fredricka L. Gilje
1992 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Jodi A. Gillette
2002 Bush Leadership Fellowship

E. Peter Gillette, Jr.
1971 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Karen J. Gillis
1988 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Mary Alice A. Gillispie, M.D.
1990 Bush Medical Fellowship

William Gingold
1981 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Elizabeth Glidden
2013 Bush Fellowship Program

Ellen Glood
1990 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Janene Glyn, M.D.
2006 Bush Medical Fellowship

Feben T. Gobena
2008 Bush Leadership Fellowship

G. David Goff
1974 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Frank W. Gohlke
1979 Bush Artist Fellowship

Barbara Gold, M.D.
2005 Bush Medical Fellowship

Natalie R. Goldberg
1982 Bush Artist Fellowship

David S. Goldes
1981 Bush Artist Fellowship

Rita G. Goldhammer
1988 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Jean Goldsberry
1985 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Michael H. Goldstone, M.D.
1996 Bush Medical Fellowship

Billy J. Golfus
1995 Bush Artist Fellowship

Cecelia A. Golightly
1977 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Warren N. Golliher, M.D.
1988 Bush Medical Fellowship

Joellen M. Gonder-Spacek
2009 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Eleanor M. Goodall
1988 Bush Leadership Fellowship

William L. Gourneau
2002 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Carol Grabowski, M.D.
2004 Bush Medical Fellowship

Joan M. Graffius
1983 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Michael J. Graham
1994 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Harry Grammond
1980 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Venus Lawrence Grandell
1996 Bush Artist Fellowship

Todd Grant, M.D.
2005 Bush Medical Fellowship

Shaun M. Grassel
2007 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Daniel W. Goodwin, M.D.
1992 Bush Medical Fellowship

Melissa Goodwin
2012 Bush Fellowship Program

William Andrew Gorcica
2000 Bush Artist Fellowship

Jed B. Gorlin, M.D.
2003 Bush Medical Fellowship

Roxanne J. Gould
2003 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Duane L. Gourneau
1992 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Dwight A. Gourneau
1990 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Linda F. Gourneau, M.D.
2001 Bush Leadership Fellowship

William L. Gourneau
2002 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Jesse L. Goodman, M.D.
1994 Bush Medical Fellowship
Bruce A. Gray  
1976 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Todd Greatens, M.D.  
2002 Bush Medical Fellowship

Gregory Green  
1990 Bush Artist Fellowship

Kate Green  
1983 Bush Artist Fellowship  
1992 Bush Artist Fellowship

Rafala Green  
1995 Bush Artist Fellowship

Katrina R. Green Reed  
1979 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Alvin David Greenberg  
1976 Bush Artist Fellowship  
1980 Bush Artist Fellowship

Jerry G. Greene, M.D.  
1985 Bush Medical Fellowship

Lori Greene  
1994 Bush Artist Fellowship  
2010 Bush Artist Fellowship

John S. Greenwald  
1980 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Jean E. Greenwood  
1994 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Patrick J. Greenwood, M.D.  
1989 Bush Medical Fellowship

Gary S. Greff  
2004 Bush Artist Fellowship

Raymond Grey Bear  
2012 Bush Fellowship Program

David W. Griffin, M.D.  
1989 Bush Medical Fellowship

Jay V. Griggs  
1977 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Gordon M. Griller  
1974 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Carol J. Grimm, M.D.  
1995 Bush Medical Fellowship

David M. Gring  
1986 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Daniel T. Groebner, M.D.  
1990 Bush Medical Fellowship

H. Phil P. Gross, M.D.  
1989 Bush Medical Fellowship

Lee E. Grugel  
1982 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Jon R. Grunseth  
1975 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Nancy E. Gruver  
1993 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Manuel P. Guerrero  
1977 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Esperanza Guerrero-Anderson  
1988 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Ron Guggisberg  
2012 Bush Fellowship Program

Anab A. Gulaid  
2009 Bush Leadership Fellowship

David E. Gundale  
2008 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Sister Nancy Gunderson  
2008 Dakota Creative Connections

Shalini Gupta  
2008 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Renee M. Gurneau  
2008 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Henry Martin Gwiazda  
1997 Bush Artist Fellowship

Jean M. Haar  
2000 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Kathryn J. Haddad  
2004 Bush Leadership Fellowship

James H. Haemmerle, M.D.  
1987 Bush Medical Fellowship

Rebecca J. Hafner-Fogarty, M.D.  
1993 Bush Medical Fellowship

Norman L. Hagberg, M.D.  
1979 Bush Medical Fellowship

Waldo A. Hagen  
1988 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Robert J. Hager  
1994 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Gail H. Hagerty  
1988 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Joseph Haggerty  
1970 Bush Leadership Fellowship

John F. Haines  
1980 Bush Leadership Fellowship

James D. Hainlen  
1985 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Sue Hakes  
2014 Bush Fellowship Program

Lee A. Halgren  
1981 Bush Leadership Fellowship
R. Pinckney Hall  
1979 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Samuel W. Hall, M.D.  
1991 Bush Medical Fellowship

Jon S. Hallberg, M.D.  
2006 Bush Medical Fellowship

Shirley K. Halleen  
1984 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Monica Mary Moses Haller  
2008 Bush Artist Fellowship

Gary Hallman  
1976 Bush Artist Fellowship

George D. Halonen  
1983 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Heather L. Halonie  
2007 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Kathryn C. Halverson, M.D.  
2002 Bush Medical Fellowship

John P. Hamerly, M.D.  
1996 Bush Medical Fellowship

David N. Hamilton  
1999 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Dennis D. Hamilton  
1999 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Roland M. Hammer, M.D.  
1982 Bush Medical Fellowship

Jean E. Hammink  
1990 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Patricia M. Hampf  
1979 Bush Artist Fellowship

Eber L. Hampton  
1978 Bush Leadership Fellowship

W. David Hancock  
2001 Bush Artist Fellowship

Pakou Hang  
2011 Bush Fellowship Program

James M. Hannon  
1983 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Alan L. Hans  
1986 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Jerome Vincent Hansen  
2009 Bush Artist Fellowship

Candy Hanson  
1989 Bush Leadership Fellowship

David A. Hanson  
1986 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Jeanne K. Hanson  
1984 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Marcia S. Hanson  
1977 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Phebe Damaris Hanson  
1985 Bush Artist Fellowship

Troy Hanson, M.D.  
2008 Bush Medical Fellowship

Stanley Hardwick  
1973 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Janette M. Hare  
1990 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Scott D. Harman  
2002 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Kathryn C. Harper  
1980 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Stephen C. Harrington, M.D.  
1996 Bush Medical Fellowship

Clarence E. Harris  
1969 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Larry E. Harris  
1971 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Miriam Duchess Harris  
2009 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Paul H. Harris  
1989 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Robert I. Harris  
1979 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Ruth Harris  
1975 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Keith E. Harrison  
1978 Bush Artist Fellowship

Milton L. Harrison  
1976 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Charles E. Hart, M.D.  
1994 Bush Medical Fellowship

Christine Hart, M.D.  
2003 Bush Medical Fellowship

Patricia A. Hart, M.D.  
1998 Bush Medical Fellowship

Douglas N. Hastad  
1992 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Steven Jay Hatlestad  
1975 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Mary R. Hauck  
2004 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Mary Alice Haug  
2009 Dakota Creative Connections
Gerry K. Haukebo
1976 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Marian E. Havlik
1976 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Christie A. Hawkins
1991 Bush Artist Fellowship

E. Sharon Hayenga
1975 Bush Leadership Fellowship

John E. Haynes
1973 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Mary L. Haywood
1995 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Mike Hazard
2008 Bush Artist Fellowship

Judith K. Healey
1990 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Robert Hedin
1997 Bush Artist Fellowship

Peter Heegaard
1977 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Cynthia M. Heelan
1985 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Margaret J. Hegge
1982 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Lance Heglund
2012 Bush Fellowship Program

Gerard D. Hegstrom
1969 Bush Leadership Fellowship

William H. Heidcamp
1985 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Kathleen Marie Heideman
1999 Bush Artist Fellowship

Scott N. Heidepriem
1991 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Jay J. Heikes
2008 Bush Artist Fellowship

Margaret A. Heisel, M.D.
1999 Bush Medical Fellowship

Steve Heitzeg
2005 Bush Artist Fellowship

Mary L. Helf
1987 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Marita A. Heller
1980 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Mary Kay Helling
1989 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Kathryn A. Heltné Swanson
1994 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Kathy Hemingway Jones
1986 Bush Artist Fellowship

Julie M. Henderson
2006 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Bruce A. Hendrickson
1978 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Kay C. Hendrikson
1987 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Melvin K. Hendrix
1976 Bush Leadership Fellowship

James V. Henkel
1992 Bush Artist Fellowship

Richard W. Hensold
2006 Bush Artist Fellowship

Lue Her
2011 Bush Fellowship Program

Reverend Thomas E. Herbranson
1966 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Christopher D. Herlinger
1991 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Mary R. Hermes-Roach
1994 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Gregory P. Herriges
2009 Bush Artist Fellowship

Marianne McAndrews Herrmann
1992 Bush Artist Fellowship

Janice M. Herseth
1980 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Raymond M. Herubin
1981 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Foung Heu
1998 Bush Leadership Fellowship

2008 Bush Artist Fellowship

Sandra K. Hewitt
1995 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Teresa Hichens-Olson
2013 Bush Fellowship Program

Michael E. Hickey
1981 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Garth T. Hickle
2001 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Patrick Hicks
2009 Dakota Creative Connections

LaVerne Clegg Higgins
1980 Bush Leadership Fellowship
John Scott Hildebrand 1994 Bush Artist Fellowship
Jeff Hilgert 2005 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Donald LeSean Hill 2005 Bush Artist Fellowship
Edie Allene Hill 1999 Bush Artist Fellowship
2007 Bush Artist Fellowship
Marilyn J. Hill 1976 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Pamela J. Hill 1989 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Merle Hillman, M.D. 2003 Bush Medical Fellowship
Kim C. Hines 1997 Bush Artist Fellowship
Jeff Ho, M.D. 2003 Bush Medical Fellowship
Mark L. Hoch, M.D. 2007 Bush Medical Fellowship
Thomas L. Hoch 1992 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Douglas R. Hoelscher 1976 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Debbie D. Hoffman 1994 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Sharon L. Hofland 1978 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Lin L. Holder 1995 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Wilhelmina V. Holder, M.D. 1997 Bush Medical Fellowship
Beth Holger-Ambrose 2012 Bush Fellowship Program
Shelley N. Holl 1992 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Kellee A. Hollenbeck 2009 Bush Leadership Fellowship
William Jon Holm 1982 Bush Artist Fellowship
1995 Bush Artist Fellowship
Janet Holmes 1993 Bush Artist Fellowship
Neal R. Holtan, M.D. 1998 Bush Medical Fellowship
Gao Hong 2004 Bush Artist Fellowship
Tom L. Hood 1994 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Margot Hood-Rogers 1983 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Karen L. Hornung 1978 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Alexa Cecilia Horochowski 2004 Bush Artist Fellowship
DeLorez T. Houle 1986 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Schuyler O. Houser 1985 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Eleanor Hovda 1993 Bush Artist Fellowship
Gordon W. Hovde, M.D. 1984 Bush Medical Fellowship
James R. Hover, M.D. 1984 Bush Medical Fellowship
Cynthia A. Howard 2002 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Jane Howard 1988 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Walter Howerton 1985 Bush Artist Fellowship
Claude Hribal 1987 Bush Artist Fellowship
Thomas M. Hubler 1977 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Douglas L. Huff 1982 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Jerome M. Hughes 1975 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Wing Young Huie 1996 Bush Artist Fellowship
Raleigh J. Huizinga 1977 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Lynn J. Hummel 1969 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Geoffrey R. Hunt 1982 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Roberta J. Hunt 2002 Bush Leadership Fellowship
John J. Hurley 1996 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Scott H. Husby
1985 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Vivian R. Husnik, M.D.
1997 Bush Medical Fellowship

Johnna D. Hyde
1984 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Syed S. Hyder, M.D.
1999 Bush Medical Fellowship

Qamar Ibrahim
2007 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Jeremy F. Iggers
1997 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Sharon K. Imes
1976 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Paul D. Ims
1976 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Kenneth E. Irmen
1984 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Richard Iron Cloud
2014 Bush Fellowship Program

Ethleen J. Iron Cloud-Two Dogs
1996 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Father Kenneth Irrgang
1974 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Thomas D. Isern
1994 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Taneeza Islam
2013 Bush Fellowship Program

Roger Israel
1975 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Barbara A. Jabr
1982 Bush Leadership Fellowship

George E. Jackish, M.D.
1979 Bush Medical Fellowship

Jessica Jackson
2014 Bush Fellowship Program

Thomas L. Jackson
1966 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Lila F. Jacob
1978 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Arland D. Jacobsen
1993 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Bruce C. Jacobsen
1983 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Janel Noreen Jacobson
2008 Enduring Vision Award

Jean Alice Jacobson
1989 Bush Artist Fellowship

Jill B. Jacoby
1995 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Roger Jacoby
1981 Bush Artist Fellowship

Mary A. Jacquart
2003 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Linda J. Jadwin
1982 Bush Leadership Fellowship

David W. Jal
2007 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Stewart James
1993 Bush Artist Fellowship

Tarabi Jama
2011 Bush Fellowship Program

Kenneth L. Janzen
1979 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Christine Jax
1996 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Robert J. Jeddeloh, M.D.
1992 Bush Medical Fellowship

Andrea Jenkins
2011 Bush Fellowship Program

Louis Burke Jenkins
1979 Bush Artist Fellowship
1984 Bush Artist Fellowship

Susan C. Jenkins, M.D.
2009 Bush Medical Fellowship

Mary A. Jennings
1978 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Donald B. Jenny, M.D.
1991 Bush Medical Fellowship

Reverend Dr. David E. Jensen
1996 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Lorraine F. Jensen
2001 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Scott M. Jensen, M.D.
1996 Bush Medical Fellowship

Jan Kay Jenson
1989 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Dan F. Jerome
2010 Bush Artist Fellowship

Jacquelyn A. Jeunai
1994 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Kelley R. Jewett, M.D.
2005 Bush Medical Fellowship
Pamela D. Johns Danforth  
2005 Bush Leadership Fellowship

A. Milton Johnson  
1974 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Alan R. Johnson, M.D.  
1986 Bush Medical Fellowship

Alice M. Johnson  
1995 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Carol R. Johnson  
1992 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Catherine Louise Johnson  
1994 Bush Artist Fellowship

Cheri Marie Johnson  
2005 Bush Artist Fellowship

Curtis M. Johnson  
1966 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Curtis M. Johnson, M.D.  
1980 Bush Medical Fellowship

David C. Johnson  
1981 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Deane L. Johnson, M.D.  
1987 Bush Medical Fellowship

Dolores D. Johnson  
1975 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Earl L. Johnson  
1995 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Emily August Johnson  
2004 Bush Artist Fellowship

James D. Johnson  
2000 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Jerome E. Johnson  
1988 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Judith B. Johnson  
1980 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Judith M. Johnson  
1985 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Julie A. Johnson, M.D.  
1999 Bush Medical Fellowship

Kathryn O. Johnson  
1997 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Kris Johnson  
2008 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Larry L. Johnson  
1997 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Marlys C. Johnson  
1988 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Rick D. Johnson  
1996 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Sharon E. Johnson  
1980 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Shvonne L. Johnson  
2009 Bush Leadership Fellowship

T. Terry Johnson  
1976 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Tellef C. Johnson  
2003 Bush Artist Fellowship

Thomas L. Johnson  
1990 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Gary W. Johnson-Cheeseman  
2005 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Randy James Johnston  
1998 Bush Artist Fellowship

Martin D. Jonason  
1980 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Arlene Jones  
2013 Bush Fellowship Program

Brandon Jones  
2013 Bush Fellowship Program

Judy C. Jones  
1981 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Larry W. Jones  
1977 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Lena Jones  
2013 Bush Fellowship Program

Seitu Kenneth Jones  
1992 Bush Artist Fellowship

Syl Jones  
2014 Bush Fellowship Program

Reverend Walter H. Jones  
1978 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Lilias C. Jones Jarding  
1998 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Michael S. Jordan  
1980 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Donald L. Jorgensen  
1991 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Joy Joyelyn  
1975 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Roger D. Juaire  
1971 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Sister Jean Juenemann  
1982 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Judith M. Justad
1979 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Brian L. Kaatz
1987 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Bertha G. Kae-Je
1990 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Jonathan R. Kahle
2007 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Phyllis L. Kahn
1983 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Daniel Gerhard Kaniess
1994 Bush Artist Fellowship

Marianne R. Kanning, M.D.
1986 Bush Medical Fellowship

Philip T. Kanning
1995 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Lawrence R. Kaplan, M.D.
1992 Bush Medical Fellowship

Rita G. Kaplan
1980 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Robert H. Kaplan, M.D.
1994 Bush Medical Fellowship

Sheila I. Kaplan
1980 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Shana R. Kaplow
1989 Bush Artist Fellowship

Robert Karasov, M.D.
2005 Bush Medical Fellowship

Michael Raymond Kareken
2000 Bush Artist Fellowship

2010 Bush Artist Fellowship

Terri A. Karis
1999 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Charlotte G. Karlen
1975 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Sunil R. Karnawat
1998 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Judith S. Karon
1978 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Cheryl Kary
2013 Bush Fellowship Program

Judith Ellen Katz
1991 Bush Artist Fellowship

Richard Kauffman
1984 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Barbara W. Kaufman
1977 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Kenton R. Kaufman
1986 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Linda Holliday Kaufmann
2010 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Michael T. Kauper
1984 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Judith S. Kaur, M.D.
1994 Bush Medical Fellowship

Gerald J. Kavanaugh, M.D.
1985 Bush Medical Fellowship

Gulgun Hayati Kayim
2004 Bush Artist Fellowship

Robert P. Kearney
1980 Bush Artist Fellowship

Deborah Anne Keenan
1986 Bush Artist Fellowship

1995 Bush Artist Fellowship

Charles J. Keffer
1977 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Margit J. Kegel
1995 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Kenneth S. Kelash
2002 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Nicole Mary Kelby
1999 Bush Artist Fellowship

Jacqueline A. Kelley
1980 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Thomas J. Kelley
1977 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Angela H. Kellogg
2001 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Marcia S. Kells
1996 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Anne L. Kelly
1992 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Rita F. Kelly
1994 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Barry A. Kelner
1984 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Judy B. Kemp
1987 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Gordon A. Kendall
1977 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Alan G. Kenien, M.D.
1990 Bush Medical Fellowship
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Fellowship Year</th>
<th>Fellowship Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Julie A. Kenney</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Bush Leadership Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vida S. Kent</td>
<td>1998</td>
<td>Bush Leadership Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wayne L. Keplin</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>Bush Leadership Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellen Kerber, M.D.</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Bush Medical Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter J. Kernahan, M.D.</td>
<td>1991</td>
<td>Bush Medical Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glenn E. Kerr, M.D.</td>
<td>1988</td>
<td>Bush Medical Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David L. Kerski, M.D.</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>Bush Medical Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhonda L. Ketterling, M.D.</td>
<td>1990</td>
<td>Bush Medical Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linda C. Keup</td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>Bush Leadership Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imran Khawaja, M.D.</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Bush Medical Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacqueline Kielpof</td>
<td>1985</td>
<td>Bush Artist Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lance Edward Kiland</td>
<td>1984</td>
<td>Bush Artist Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anne Carol Kilstofte</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>Bush Artist Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helen Kim, M.D.</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Bush Medical Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barry Michael Kimm</td>
<td>1994</td>
<td>Bush Artist Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paula J. King</td>
<td>1981</td>
<td>Bush Leadership Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Marie Kinney</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Bush Artist Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine A. Kinsman</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td>Bush Leadership Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karla Kinstler</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Bush Leadership Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diana L. Kirby</td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>Bush Leadership Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven R. Kirkhorn, M.D.</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>Bush Medical Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricia Susan Kirkpatrick</td>
<td>1990</td>
<td>Bush Artist Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark S. Kirschbaum</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td>Bush Leadership Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenneth T. Kirton, M.D.</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Bush Medical Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheila M. Kiscaden</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Bush Leadership Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vesna Krezich Kittelson</td>
<td>1990</td>
<td>Bush Artist Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larry J. Kitto</td>
<td>1984</td>
<td>Bush Leadership Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apostolos P. Kizilos</td>
<td>1970</td>
<td>Bush Leadership Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Klamm</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Bush Leadership Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel L. Klassen</td>
<td>1982</td>
<td>Bush Leadership Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donald E. Klassen</td>
<td>1991</td>
<td>Bush Leadership Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helen M. Klassen</td>
<td>1992</td>
<td>Bush Leadership Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca L. Kleager, M.D.</td>
<td>1992</td>
<td>Bush Medical Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brother Philip Klees</td>
<td>1987</td>
<td>Bush Leadership Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jon Klein</td>
<td>1987</td>
<td>Bush Artist Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael C. Klein</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Bush Leadership Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Lavon Kling</td>
<td>1988</td>
<td>Bush Artist Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul E. Klipper</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Bush Artist Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stuart D. Klipper</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>Bush Artist Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995 Bush Artist Fellowship</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linda R. Klosky</td>
<td>1978</td>
<td>Bush Artist Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John R. Kludt, M.D.</td>
<td>1988</td>
<td>Bush Medical Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jean H. Knaak</td>
<td>1981</td>
<td>Bush Leadership Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donna K. Knight</td>
<td>1983</td>
<td>Bush Leadership Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John H. Knight</td>
<td>1990</td>
<td>Bush Leadership Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Honorable Franklin J. Knoll</td>
<td>1977</td>
<td>Bush Leadership Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John W. Knott, M.D.</td>
<td>1979</td>
<td>Bush Medical Fellowship</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Barbara H. Knudson
1976 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Knute Knudson
1988 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Gayle Kocer
2012 Bush Fellowship Program

Nathan R. Koehler
1996 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Katheren M. Koehn
2004 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Gary G. Kohls, M.D.
1983 Bush Medical Fellowship

Marvin O. Kolb, M.D.
1987 Bush Medical Fellowship

LuAnn Kolumbus
2003 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Teresa Lynn Konechne
2005 Bush Artist Fellowship

Kazoua S. Kong-Thao
2006 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Martin J. Kooistra
2003 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Debra Lyn Korluka
2010 Bush Artist Fellowship

Jodi E. Korzenowski
2010 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Michael Kosch
1988 Bush Artist Fellowship

Lyle Koski
1989 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Nina C. Kostraba, M.D.
1990 Bush Medical Fellowship

Malichansouk Kouanchao
2010 Bush Artist Fellowship

Ronald E. Kowal
1980 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Linda E. Krach, M.D.
2006 Bush Medical Fellowship

Robert J. Krajewski
1994 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Laurie Kramer
1990 Bush Leadership Fellowship

James W. Krause
1966 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Ben L. Kreilkamp
1991 Bush Artist Fellowship

Doug S. Kress
2010 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Siriwan Kriengkrairut, M.D.
1998 Bush Medical Fellowship

Don L. Kriens
2008 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Kyja Kristjana Kristjansson-Nelson
2007 Bush Artist Fellowship

Jeanette K. Kron
1976 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Victoria Krook
2012 Bush Fellowship Program

Richard A. Krueger
1989 Bush Leadership Fellowship

William Kent Krueger
1988 Bush Artist Fellowship

Cheryl Kulas
1980 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Patrice H. Kunesh
2009 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Kay Kurt
1981 Bush Artist Fellowship

Natalie Leigh Kusz
1994 Bush Artist Fellowship

Frank J. Kutka
2000 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Russ Kuzel, M.D.
2002 Bush Medical Fellowship

Anthony E. Kuznik
1987 Bush Leadership Fellowship

James E. Kvale, M.D.
1980 Bush Medical Fellowship

June La Valleur, M.D.
2006 Bush Medical Fellowship

Mary LaChapelle
1987 Bush Artist Fellowship

Winona H. LaDuke
1998 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Janice LaFloë
2012 Bush Fellowship Program

Harlan W. LaFontaine
2003 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Stanley E. LaFontaine
1987 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Lydia D. Lagerquist
1995 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Steven W. Laible
1983 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Brett Alan Laidlaw
1990 Bush Artist Fellowship

Rock J. LaManna
1988 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Homer Lambrecht
1987 Bush Artist Fellowship

Daniel H. Lambrides
1973 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Pamela Landers
1981 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Kenneth A. Landro
1983 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Michael J. Lane
1983 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Diane K. Langemo
1985 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Robert D. Langford
1970 Bush Leadership Fellowship

James T. Langland, M.D.
1991 Bush Medical Fellowship

Timothy J. Langley
1988 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Bernard T. Lantis
1975 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Libby B. Larsen
1989 Bush Artist Fellowship

Aaron E. Larson, M.D.
2009 Bush Medical Fellowship

Alan A. Larson
1988 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Alice L. Larson
1980 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Christopher Peter Larson
1998 Bush Artist Fellowship
2006 Bush Artist Fellowship

Dana C. Larson
1983 Bush Leadership Fellowship

David Larson, M.D.
2000 Bush Medical Fellowship

Dorrance W. Larson
1984 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Jonathan M. Larson, M.D.
2009 Bush Medical Fellowship

Mary Larson
2011 Bush Fellowship Program

Mary Jo Larson
1984 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Steven Lassiter
1998 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Herbert H. Laube
1996 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Megan Laudenschlager
2014 Bush Fellowship Program

Kathleen Mary Laughlin
1992 Bush Artist Fellowship

Michael Alan Lauterbach
1996 Bush Artist Fellowship

Lanny Law
1989 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Robert Lawrence
1994 Bush Artist Fellowship

Lynda Sue Lawson
2006 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Sue E. Laxdal
1996 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Ellen V. Lease
1991 Bush Artist Fellowship

Annette Lee
2012 Bush Fellowship Program

Howard D. Lee
1992 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Judith A. Lee
1990 Bush Leadership Fellowship

LaVon M. Lee
2002 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Leonard Lee
1987 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Milt Lee
2007 Bush Artist Fellowship

Robert K. Lee
1979 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Shao Chyi Lee, M.D.
2009 Bush Medical Fellowship

Willie S. Lee
1998 Bush Leadership Fellowship

May M.G. Lee-Yang
2011 Bush Fellowship Program

Todd Lefko
1973 Bush Leadership Fellowship

David H. Lefkowitz
2002 Bush Artist Fellowship

Paul K. Legler
1990 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Karen P. Lehman  
2001 Bush Leadership Fellowship

James D. Lehmann, M.D.  
1981 Bush Medical Fellowship

Arlene I. Lehto  
1983 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Andrew J. Leicester  
1977 Bush Artist Fellowship  
1983 Bush Artist Fellowship  
1990 Bush Artist Fellowship

Richard J. Leider  
1973 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Bruce R. Leier  
1973 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Reverend Richard J. Leisen  
1974 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Lois Lenarz, M.D.  
2007 Bush Medical Fellowship

Delores K. Lennon-Paterson  
1982 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Charles N. Lentz  
1983 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Vince A. Leo  
1991 Bush Artist Fellowship

Harold B. Leppink  
1981 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Yvonne G. Lerew  
2005 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Meridel LeSueur  
1985 Bush Artist Fellowship

Barbara C. LeTourneau, M.D.  
1986 Bush Medical Fellowship

Nadine P. Levin  
1977 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Edward Levine  
1982 Bush Artist Fellowship

Joi D. Lewis  
2006 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Mary J. Lewis, M.D.  
2009 Bush Medical Fellowship

Joyce A. Lewis-Lake  
1991 Bush Leadership Fellowship

James C. LiaBraaten  
1982 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Don E. Lifto  
1990 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Harriett K. Light  
1975 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Clark W. Likness, M.D.  
1992 Bush Medical Fellowship

Mark Lindberg  
2006 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Jason Lindell  
2008 Dakota Creative Connections

Janet C. Lindemann, M.D.  
2006 Bush Medical Fellowship

David P. Lindgren  
1969 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Jay G. Lindgren Jr.  
1975 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Davora Martine Lindner  
2002 Bush Artist Fellowship

Cynthia A. Lindquist Mala  
1999 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Vincent R. Lindstrom  
1976 Bush Leadership Fellowship

David C. Link  
1987 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Harvey G. Link  
1993 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Jenny Lion  
2003 Bush Artist Fellowship

Brother Thomas H. Little  
1977 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Lisa D. Little Chief Bryan  
2000 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Ananda S. Liyanapathiranage  
2006 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Donald R. Lloyd  
1980 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Roseann Lloyd  
1999 Bush Artist Fellowship

Miriam K. Lo  
1996 Bush Leadership Fellowship

G. Eldon Lober  
1978 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Kristi K. Loberg  
2006 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Kevin Locke  
1988 Bush Artist Fellowship  
2009 Enduring Vision Award

Kristin Nering Lockhart  
2000 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Karen S. Loechler Bowen  
1982 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Peter R. Loewenson, M.D.
1998 Bush Medical Fellowship

Edith M. Lohr
1985 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Ana I. Lois-Borzi
2000 Bush Artist Fellowship

Larry Keith Long
1995 Bush Artist Fellowship

Jimmy R. Longoria
2010 Bush Artist Fellowship

Ruth Ann Lorentzen
1984 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Adrian C. Louis
1990 Bush Artist Fellowship
2001 Bush Artist Fellowship

Richard J. Lovett
1983 Bush Leadership Fellowship

June Ann Lucas
1973 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Jess O. Luce
2009 Bush Leadership Fellowship

J. Roger Lucey
1977 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Dean J. Lucker
2010 Bush Artist Fellowship

Rodney A. Ludwig, M.D.
1991 Bush Medical Fellowship

Lee Luebbe
1990 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Kathleen A. Luetmer
1986 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Omelan A. Lukasewycz
1983 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Madeline Z. Luke, M.D.
2001 Bush Medical Fellowship

Helle E. Lukk, M.D.
1997 Bush Medical Fellowship

Lynn T. Lukkas
1996 Bush Artist Fellowship

Charles Matson Lume
2002 Bush Artist Fellowship

Janet C. Lund
1983 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Linda A. Lund
1996 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Shirley A. Lundberg
1980 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Robert A. Lundin
1972 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Bernard J. Lunzer
1993 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Virginia R. Lupo, M.D.
1999 Bush Medical Fellowship

Bruce C. Lushbough, M.D.
1990 Bush Medical Fellowship

Richard C. Lussky, M.D.
2002 Bush Medical Fellowship

Christopher Dale Lutter-Gardella
2006 Bush Artist Fellowship

Michael Harry Lynch
1985 Bush Artist Fellowship

Linda L. Lyons
1993 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Hugh C. Macgill
1970 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Robert W. MacGregor
1969 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Linda Mack Ross
1995 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Briana MacPhee
2011 Bush Fellowship Program

Laura Anne MacKenzie
2009 Bush Artist Fellowship

Hollis Mackintosh
2009 Dakota Creative Connections

Lee Madden
1965 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Patrick Madden
1990 Bush Leadership Fellowship

William L. Madsen
1982 Bush Leadership Fellowship

David Jesse Madzo
1987 Bush Artist Fellowship

David A. Maggitt
1987 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Judy K. Magnuson
1990 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Charlie Maguire
1985 Bush Artist Fellowship

Shirley M. Mah Kooyman
1993 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Abdirizak A. Mahboub
2010 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Mary K. Mahoney
1983 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Frank O. Main
1977 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Eugene L. Mainen
1978 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Joseph C. Maiolo
1999 Bush Artist Fellowship

Margaret Todd Maitland
1989 Bush Artist Fellowship

Betty Malen
1982 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Bill D. Manahan, M.D.
1988 Bush Medical Fellowship

James P. Mangan
1987 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Anil T. Mangla
2003 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Richard M. Mangram
1975 Bush Leadership Fellowship

David C. Mann
2006 Bush Artist Fellowship

Paula Lynn Mann
1990 Bush Artist Fellowship

Monica M. Manning
1982 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Louis R. Marcheschi
1977 Bush Artist Fellowship

Kari Margolis
2004 Bush Artist Fellowship

Carlos Mariani
2012 Bush Fellowship Program

Catherine A. Marienau
1980 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Paul M. Marincel
2000 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Margo E. Maris
1991 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Rollin Gregory Marquette
2008 Bush Artist Fellowship

Rosa Marroquin, M.D.
2004 Bush Medical Fellowship

Gary J. Marsden
1976 Bush Leadership Fellowship

C. Paul Martin, M.D.
1993 Bush Medical Fellowship

Craig M. Martin, M.D.
1997 Bush Medical Fellowship

LeRoy L. Martin
1974 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Roger G. Martin
1988 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Cecilia R. Martinez
2004 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Hector Martinez
2000 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Galen A. Martini
1977 Bush Artist Fellowship

Terri J. Martin-Parisien
2004 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Naisiaded D. Mason
2001 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Roderick H. Massey
1986 Bush Artist Fellowship

David J. Mather
2003 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Tim Mathern
1998 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Steven Childs Matheson
2001 Bush Artist Fellowship

Julie A. Mathiesen
2003 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Shanai Matteo
2013 Bush Fellowship Program

Timothy M. Matteoson
1982 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Pamm M. Mattick
1993 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Peter John Mayer
2009 Bush Artist Fellowship

Phyllis M. May-Machunda
2007 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Robert C. Mazanec
1988 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Natalie A. McArthur
2000 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Christine D. McCart
2008 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Michael McCarthy, M.D.
2004 Bush Medical Fellowship

Stephen F. McCarthy
1995 Bush Leadership Fellowship
G.E. Thomas McCarver
1978 Bush Leadership Fellowship
James R. McCarville
1982 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Katherine A. McCarville
2001 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Michael J. McCauley
1989 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Marion McClinton
1993 Bush Artist Fellowship
Kevin David McColley
2001 Bush Artist Fellowship
Shawn McConneloug
1998 Bush Artist Fellowship
Patricia McCullough
1979 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Peter P. McDermott II
1991 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Edward C. McDonald
2000 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Judith L. McDonald
1982 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Lynda M. McDonnell
1993 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Charlene McEvoy, M.D.
2001 Bush Medical Fellowship
Trudy P. McFall
1973 Bush Leadership Fellowship
M. Edward McGaa
1974 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Bridget Colleen McGibbon
1996 Bush Artist Fellowship
Ellen K. McGovern
1989 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Joseph V. McGrath, M.D.
1984 Bush Medical Fellowship
Thomas M. McGrath
1976 Bush Artist Fellowship
1981 Bush Artist Fellowship
Judy McGuire
1990 Bush Artist Fellowship
Mary Jo McGuire
1995 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Nina L. McGuire
1978 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Claire McInerney
1989 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Donald G. McIntyre, M.D.
1983 Bush Medical Fellowship
Carl R. McKay
1982 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Catherine P. McKegney, M.D.
2001 Bush Medical Fellowship
Vanessa M. McKendall
1994 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Karen M. McKinney
1993 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Kenya McKnight
2012 Bush Fellowship Program
Marcie W. McLaughlin
2002 Bush Leadership Fellowship
James H. McMerty
1976 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Kenneth McMillan, M.D.
2002 Bush Medical Fellowship
Janet M. McNew
1991 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Burtis E. McPherson
1978 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Michael R. McVay, M.D.
2001 Bush Medical Fellowship
Stuart Mead
1993 Bush Artist Fellowship
David Scott Means
1988 Bush Artist Fellowship
Jay Meek
1989 Bush Artist Fellowship
Neeraj Mehta
2011 Bush Fellowship Program
Mark J. Meister
1983 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Repah Mekha
2005 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Kenneth W. Melius
1985 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Helen I. Melland
1990 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Cindy Melloy, M.D.
2000 Bush Medical Fellowship
Ronald K. Menk, M.D.
1983 Bush Medical Fellowship
Michael Mesick, M.D.
2007 Bush Medical Fellowship
Susan Messerly, D.O.
2005 Bush Medical Fellowship

Donald G. Meyer
1991 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Sister Margaret H. Michaud
1980 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Ruth Ann Mickelsen
1985 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Monty Mickelson
1989 Bush Artist Fellowship

Michele Micklewright
2003 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Bette G. Midgarden
1987 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Deborah K. Mielke, M.D.
2009 Bush Medical Fellowship

John G. Mihelic
1979 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Lonna R. Milburn
1981 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Margaret Mary Miles
1991 Bush Artist Fellowship

Bruce Milhans
1989 Bush Leadership Fellowship

James F. Miller
1986 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Kristine Miller
2012 Bush Fellowship Program

M. R. Miller
1976 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Marilee A. Miller
1980 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Viola P. Miller
1975 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Clyde W. Millerbernd
1980 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Jeff Brent Millikan
2002 Bush Artist Fellowship

Lawrence B. Millman
1979 Bush Artist Fellowship

Jackie M. Millsagle
1986 Bush Leadership Fellowship

John Michael Minczeski
1982 Bush Artist Fellowship

Amy L. Miner
2004 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Celia S. Miner
1978 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Mark G. Mishek
1985 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Janice Mitchell
1989 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Orlan E. Mitchell
1975 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Chaka Mkali
2013 Bush Fellowship Program

Frank R. Moe
2008 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Jesseli M. Moen
1983 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Patricia Moen
1989 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Johara A. Mohammed
2009 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Zoran Mojsilov
1996 Bush Artist Fellowship

Gerald E. Monette
1990 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Reverend Leif Monson
1974 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Denis G. Montplaisir
2006 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Sister Mary M. Mooney
1986 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Allison Lee Moore
2007 Bush Artist Fellowship

James M. Moore
1976 Bush Artist Fellowship 1982 Bush Artist Fellowship

LaVonne M. Moore
2002 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Gerald F. Moran
1982 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Rena Moran
2013 Bush Fellowship Program

Clarence Edward Morgan
1998 Bush Artist Fellowship

Sheila M. Moriarty
1975 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Aldo Leonard Moroni
1991 Bush Artist Fellowship

Jack R. Morris
1978 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Mary H. Morris  
1978 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Wendy Morris  
1988 Bush Artist Fellowship

Dennis R. Morrow  
1996 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Thomas V. Moss  
1990 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Jonathan R. Motl  
1979 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Cher T. Moua  
1992 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Mai Neng Moua  
2003 Bush Artist Fellowship

Michael J. Mouw  
2009 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Reverend James Y. Moy  
1966 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Kathy Mouacheupao  
2011 Bush Fellowship Program

Naw-Karl Mua  
1994 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Eric Mueller  
1991 Bush Artist Fellowship

Irene M. Muhvich, Ph.D.  
1977 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Dipankar Mukherjee  
2005 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Richard D. Mulder, M.D.  
1987 Bush Medical Fellowship

Richard D. Muller  
1981 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Timothy P. Mulliner  
1988 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Thomas J. Mulvaney  
1975 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Juan Munoz, M.D.  
2007 Bush Medical Fellowship

David Alan Mura  
1981 Bush Artist Fellowship

1988 Bush Artist Fellowship

Sharon L. Muret-Wagstaff  
1992 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Philip Murphy  
2013 Bush Fellowship Program

A. Gale G. Murty, M.D.  
1995 Bush Medical Fellowship

Reverend Marvin O. Mutzenberger  
1976 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Arlin Myrmoe, M.D.  
2005 Bush Medical Fellowship

Jay D. Myster  
1978 Bush Leadership Fellowship

William R. Nachatilo  
1976 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Melanie A. Nadeau  
2008 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Karen E. Nagle  
1988 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Mukhtar S. Nandra, M.D.  
1990 Bush Medical Fellowship

Elizabeth H. Nash  
1978 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Peter Nash  
1979 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Nancy H. Navar  
1993 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Claire Neely, M.D.  
2005 Bush Medical Fellowship

Marsha J. Neff  
1990 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Alice L. Negratti  
2003 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Susan H. Neidlinger, Ph.D.  
1979 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Vivian Jenkins Nelsen  
1987 Bush Leadership Fellowship

A. Dwayne Nelson  
1983 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Bruce R. Nelson  
1977 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Bryan G. Nelson  
1997 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Gaius G. Nelson  
1994 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Gerald A. Nelson  
1981 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Jeffrey Nelson  
2004 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Ken G. Nelson  
1991 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Leah Lorraine Nelson  
2006 Bush Artist Fellowship
Linda S. Nelson  
2008 Dakota Creative Connections

Raymond A. Nelson  
1981 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Stephen C. Nelson, M.D.  
2007 Bush Medical Fellowship

Stephen N. Nelson, M.D.  
2000 Bush Medical Fellowship

Michael I. Neren, M.D.  
1988 Bush Medical Fellowship

Charles L. Nesbitt  
1974 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Robert S. Nesheim, M.D.  
1999 Bush Medical Fellowship

Steven Newcom  
2006 Bush Leadership Fellowship

James I. Newland  
1974 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Stephen H. Nguyagwa  
2010 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Kari L. Niedfeldt-Thomas  
2007 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Julie E. Nielsen  
2007 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Stuart A. Nielsen  
1977 Bush Artist Fellowship

W. Loren Niemi  
1998 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Daniel C. Ninham  
2000 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Susan L. Ninham  
2000 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Lyle J. Noisy Hawk, Jr.  
2000 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Dennis G. Nolan, M.D.  
1992 Bush Medical Fellowship

Reverend Guy F. Noonan  
1993 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Kathleen Norris  
1993 Bush Artist Fellowship

Grant C. North  
1975 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Reverend Robert D. North  
1973 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Keith B. Norton  
1988 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Ben U. Nwoke, CMfgE.  
1994 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Luanne L. Nyberg  
1993 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Larry P. Nybladh  
1997 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Brenda K. Oas  
1997 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Kira Helen Obolensky  
1999 Bush Artist Fellowship

Dan Hosler O’Brien  
2001 Bush Artist Fellowship

Paddy O’Brien  
2006 Bush Artist Fellowship

Roxxanne O’Brien  
2013 Bush Fellowship Program

Diane C. O’Connor  
1997 Bush Leadership Fellowship

John T. O’Connor  
1972 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Margaret A. O’Connor, M.D.  
1999 Bush Medical Fellowship

Patrick J. O’Connor, M.D.  
1998 Bush Medical Fellowship

Sheila Maureen O’Connor  
2001 Bush Artist Fellowship

2009 Bush Artist Fellowship

U Sam Oeur  
1997 Bush Artist Fellowship

Philip Ogle  
1978 Bush Artist Fellowship

Genevieve L. O’Grady  
1974 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Timothy J. Ogren  
1987 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Patricia Ohmans  
2011 Bush Fellowship Program

Delwin K. Ohrt, M.D.  
1985 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Joyce A. Okara  
2007 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Victor O. Okom  
2003 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Kay E. Oldfather-Daigle  
2000 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Joann O’Leary  
2001 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Judith Oleson
2002 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Fardin Oliaei
2008 Bush Leadership Fellowship

John Olive
1988 Bush Artist Fellowship
1997 Bush Artist Fellowship

Bernard Oliver
1991 Bush Leadership Fellowship

David J. Olsen
1986 Bush Artist Fellowship

Thomas C. Olsen, M.D.
1993 Bush Medical Fellowship

Thomas T. Olsen
1982 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Alice K. Olson
1984 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Brent Curtiss Olson
2012 Bush Fellowship Program

David E. Olson, M.D.
1981 Bush Medical Fellowship

Reverend David W. Olson
1975 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Douglas M. Olson
1996 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Philip K. Olson, M.D.
1985 Bush Medical Fellowship

Reverend Robert A. Olson
1978 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Ruth A. Olson
1980 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Wendy Michelle Olson
1985 Bush Artist Fellowship

Ellen A. O’Neal
1979 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Judy Onofrio
1998 Bush Artist Fellowship

Gwendolyn Onumah-Onikoro
1992 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Mimi Oo
2013 Bush Fellowship Program

Mary Rose O’Reilley
1995 Bush Artist Fellowship

Paul O. Orieny
2005 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Gordon C. Ortler
1981 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Michael T. Osterholm
1982 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Peter Ostroushko
2001 Bush Artist Fellowship

John C. Ottenbacher, M.D.
1992 Bush Medical Fellowship

Sister Agnes Otting
1986 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Keller D. Paap
2007 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Marie H. Panger
1977 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Lee Pao Xiong
1999 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Sandra L. Pappas
1991 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Janet R. Parker
1990 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Pamela J. Parker
1982 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Nancy Parlin
1981 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Richard C. Paske
1984 Bush Artist Fellowship

Faye Ellen Passow
2004 Bush Artist Fellowship

Lee N. Patch
1984 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Carl A. Patow, M.D.
2004 Bush Medical Fellowship

Sherman Patterson
2014 Bush Fellowship Program

Curt Paulsen
1977 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Linda F. Paulson Norderhaug
1989 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Nancy J. Paulu
1979 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Victor V. Pavlenko
1982 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Carol L. Pavlish
2003 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Ronald W. Pavlock
1973 Bush Leadership Fellowship

David E. Payne
1981 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Nathaniel R. Payne, M.D.
1989 Bush Medical Fellowship
Thomas D. Peacock  
1985 Bush Leadership Fellowship  

Joanne M. Pearson, M.D.  
1996 Bush Medical Fellowship  

Karen E. Pearson  
1983 Bush Leadership Fellowship  

Mary Lou Pearson  
1974 Bush Leadership Fellowship  

Jane Hauser Pejsa  
1986 Bush Artist Fellowship  

Helen C. Peltier  
1987 Bush Leadership Fellowship  

Charles L. Pelton, M.D.  
1985 Bush Medical Fellowship  

Cecilia M. Pemberton  
1986 Bush Leadership Fellowship  

Deborah J. Pembleton  
2004 Bush Leadership Fellowship  

Sarah E.C. Penman  
1997 Bush Artist Fellowship  

Chris Pensinger, M.D.  
2008 Bush Medical Fellowship  

Steven B. Permuth  
1977 Bush Leadership Fellowship  

Joy A. Persall  
2010 Bush Leadership Fellowship  

James Peters, M.D.  
2000 Bush Medical Fellowship  

Rebecca L. Petersen  
1997 Bush Leadership Fellowship  

Alan J. Peterson  
1994 Bush Leadership Fellowship  

Bill Theodore Peterson  
2009 Dakota Creative Connections  

Gregory J. Peterson  
1988 Bush Leadership Fellowship  

Jerry R. Peterson, M.D.  
1984 Bush Medical Fellowship  

Kenneth B. Peterson  
1981 Bush Leadership Fellowship  

Teresa Peterson  
2011 Bush Fellowship Program  

Patricia K. Petite  
2004 Bush Leadership Fellowship  

Judi W. Petkau  
2010 Bush Leadership Fellowship  

Bianca Pettis  
2010 Bush Artist Fellowship  

Sharon L. Pfeifer  
2004 Bush Leadership Fellowship  

Tom W. Pfeiffle  
1990 Bush Leadership Fellowship  

David A. Phillips  
1974 Bush Leadership Fellowship  

Mary T. Phillips  
1975 Bush Leadership Fellowship  

David E. Phillips II  
1977 Bush Leadership Fellowship  

Keri Lyn Pickett  
1992 Bush Artist Fellowship  

Walter Jason Piehl, Jr.  
2008 Enduring Vision Award  

Donald A. Pine, M.D.  
1983 Bush Medical Fellowship  

Wang Ping  
2003 Bush Artist Fellowship  

Gina M. Pistulka  
2000 Bush Leadership Fellowship  

Suzan Pitt  
1992 Bush Artist Fellowship  

Gregory A. Plotnikoff  
2002 Bush Leadership Fellowship  

Sothea P. Poch  
1997 Bush Leadership Fellowship  

J. Michael Podawiltz  
1978 Bush Leadership Fellowship  

Theresa M. Podoll  
2007 Bush Leadership Fellowship  

Lawrence J. Pogemiller  
1985 Bush Leadership Fellowship  

Elena L. Polukhin, M.D.  
2006 Bush Medical Fellowship  

Frank R. Pommersheim  
1983 Bush Leadership Fellowship  

George M. Pope, M.D.  
1989 Bush Medical Fellowship  

Helen H. Popovich  
1981 Bush Leadership Fellowship  

Stanley E. Potrude  
1997 Bush Leadership Fellowship  

John Poupart  
1979 Bush Leadership Fellowship  

Kevin Scott Pourier  
2006 Bush Artist Fellowship
Joyce Povlacs-Lunde  
1978 Bush Leadership Fellowship  
Joseph E. Powell, M.D.  
1984 Bush Medical Fellowship  
Reverend Ronald A. Prasek  
1988 Bush Leadership Fellowship  
Jon F. Pratt  
1990 Bush Leadership Fellowship  
Iris PrettyPaint  
1999 Bush Leadership Fellowship  
Connie F. Pribyl  
2001 Bush Leadership Fellowship  
Bill Price  
1992 Bush Leadership Fellowship  
James C. Price  
1979 Bush Leadership Fellowship  
Melba J. Price  
1994 Bush Artist Fellowship  
2002 Bush Artist Fellowship  
Jon Pryor, M.D.  
2004 Bush Medical Fellowship  
Kamala Puram  
2013 Bush Fellowship Program  
Joseph D. Purvis  
1975 Bush Leadership Fellowship  
Sondra J. Quinn  
1986 Bush Leadership Fellowship  
Teresa E. Quinn, M.D.  
2007 Bush Medical Fellowship  
Thomas J. Quinn  
1999 Bush Leadership Fellowship  
Sharon I. Radd  
2006 Bush Leadership Fellowship  
Zora M. Radosevich  
1997 Bush Leadership Fellowship  
Laurie Radosky, M.D.  
2006 Bush Medical Fellowship  
Eric C. Radtke  
1993 Bush Leadership Fellowship  
Karen E. Rafinski  
1988 Bush Leadership Fellowship  
Nirmala Rajasekar  
2006 Bush Artist Fellowship  
Aparna Ramaswamy  
2002 Bush Artist Fellowship  
Ranee Ramaswamy  
1996 Bush Artist Fellowship  
Paul H. Ramcharit  
2001 Bush Leadership Fellowship  
Maureen Ramirez  
2014 Bush Fellowship Program  
Otto Ramstad  
2006 Bush Artist Fellowship  
Richard L. Range  
1980 Bush Leadership Fellowship  
Colleen O. Ranz  
1993 Bush Leadership Fellowship  
Bernard J. Raphael  
1974 Bush Leadership Fellowship  
Matt Rasmussen  
2009 Bush Artist Fellowship  
Michael Wayne Rathbun  
1998 Bush Artist Fellowship  
David F. Rathman  
1992 Bush Artist Fellowship  
Arthur Raymond  
1977 Bush Leadership Fellowship  
Frank T. Razidlo, M.D.  
1996 Bush Medical Fellowship  
Richard T. Read  
1987 Bush Leadership Fellowship  
Thomas Read  
1974 Bush Leadership Fellowship  
William T. Read, M.D.  
1990 Bush Medical Fellowship  
Judson B. Reaney, M.D.  
2005 Bush Medical Fellowship  
Timothy J. Reardon  
2001 Bush Leadership Fellowship  
Rae A. Red Owl  
2002 Bush Leadership Fellowship  
Yvonne Redmond-Brown  
1996 Bush Leadership Fellowship  
Josephine Reed-Taylor  
1988 Bush Leadership Fellowship  
Judith L. Rehak  
1975 Bush Leadership Fellowship  
Arnold M. Rehmann  
1970 Bush Leadership Fellowship  
Ronald E. Rehmann, M.D.  
1986 Bush Medical Fellowship  
Peggy A. Reichert  
1983 Bush Leadership Fellowship  
Kimberly A. Reid  
2006 Bush Leadership Fellowship
John G. Rupert
1980 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Father James D. Russell
1978 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Peyton Scott Russell
2012 Bush Fellowship Program
David Eugene Ryan
2003 Bush Artist Fellowship
Judith Ryan
1978 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Michael C. Ryan
1989 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Claudia Ryan-Mosley
1986 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Megan Rye
2010 Bush Artist Fellowship
Edith M. Rylander
1980 Bush Artist Fellowship
1991 Bush Artist Fellowship
Donovan Rypkema
1983 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Robert Eugene Sackman
2009 Dakota Creative Connections
Jerry T. Sailer, M.D.
1985 Bush Medical Fellowship
E. Anne Saint Germaine
1981 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Ronald M. Salazar
1999 Bush Leadership Fellowship
John J. Salchert, M.D.
1994 Bush Medical Fellowship
John Randall Salter
2007 Bush Artist Fellowship
David W. Sam
1985 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Mary L. Sam
1998 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Christina Sambor
2014 Bush Fellowship Program
Patricia D. Samples
1973 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Albert F. Samuelson, M.D.
1986 Bush Medical Fellowship
Patricia J. Sanchez
1999 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Stephen P. Sandell
1974 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Paul S. Sanders, M.D.
1988 Bush Medical Fellowship
Steven L. Sandness
1976 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Roger D. Santelman
1971 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Joan D. Sargent
2002 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Steven R. Sarkozy
1995 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Lori Saroya
2014 Bush Fellowship Program
Mark W. Sather
1991 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Marie B. Sathrum
1974 Bush Leadership Fellowship
David J. Sauer
1971 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Henry J. Savelkoul
1969 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Nancy Scanlan
1987 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Gene A. Scapanski
1986 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Alva W. Scarbrough
1975 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Ramona S. Scarpace
2003 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Mary B. Schaefer
1989 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Patricia S. Schaefer
1985 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Stephen H. Schaitberger
1994 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Kay K. Schallenkamp
1980 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Honor Schauland
2012 Bush Fellowship Program
Roger W. Schauer, M.D.
1986 Bush Medical Fellowship
Elizabeth A. Schilson
1981 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Craig Richard Schlattman
2008 Bush Artist Fellowship
James H. Schlender
1991 Bush Leadership Fellowship
John Schlesinger
1984 Bush Artist Fellowship
Sandra G. Schley
1980 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Jenny Ruth Schmid
2004 Bush Artist Fellowship

Mary Ellen Schmider
1987 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Milan Schmidt, M.D.
2007 Bush Medical Fellowship

Reverend Peter L. Schmidt
1987 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Sue A. Schmitt
1982 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Norma B. Schnabel, M.D.
1979 Bush Medical Fellowship

Mary J. Schneider
2003 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Paul Schoenfield
1987 Bush Artist Fellowship

George E. Schoephoerster, M.D.
1995 Bush Medical Fellowship

F. (Andy) P. Schoettle
1973 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Heather A. Schoonover
2009 Bush Leadership Fellowship

John T. Schousboe, M.D.
2001 Bush Medical Fellowship

Tom Lee Schroeder
1997 Bush Artist Fellowship
2008 Bush Artist Fellowship

Jill Schropp
1975 Bush Leadership Fellowship

George W. Schubert
1976 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Edward A. Schuck
1978 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Judy A. Schuck
1990 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Kathleen E. Schuler
1998 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Terry B. Schutten
1992 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Robert Schwartz
1982 Bush Artist Fellowship

Rosalyn Schwartz
1987 Bush Artist Fellowship

Kay Schwebke, M.D.
2003 Bush Medical Fellowship

Kurt Paul Schweigman
2005 Bush Artist Fellowship

Roger E. Schwinghammer
1991 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Stephen E. Scott
1991 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Thomas Leo Scott
2009 Bush Artist Fellowship

Thomas R. Scott, M.D.
1997 Bush Medical Fellowship

Patrick Edwin Scully
1992 Bush Artist Fellowship

David Jackson Seals
1990 Bush Artist Fellowship

Paul C. Seel, M.D.
2004 Bush Medical Fellowship

Gloria Segal
1975 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Milton H. Seifert Jr., M.D.
1982 Bush Medical Fellowship

Hubert L. Seiler, M.D.
1994 Bush Medical Fellowship

Arne Selbyg
1986 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Thomas H. Selinski
1995 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Larry G. Selland
1976 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Richard D. Sellers
1992 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Joseph K. Selvaggio
1980 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Susan F. Sencer, M.D.
1998 Bush Medical Fellowship

Dominique Augustin Serrand
2009 Bush Artist Fellowship

William R. Sevold
1995 Bush Leadership Fellowship

James Frederick Sewell
2002 Bush Artist Fellowship

Paul D. Shambroom
1992 Bush Artist Fellowship
2002 Bush Artist Fellowship
2010 Enduring Vision Award

Orrin Shane
1985 Bush Leadership Fellowship

James E. Shanley
1975 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Danial N. Shapiro
2004 Bush Artist Fellowship

Linda Jo Shapiro
1984 Bush Artist Fellowship

Miriam L. Shark
1984 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Bruce E. Sharpe
1974 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Geralyn R. Sheehan
1994 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Albert T. Sheldon, M.D.
1992 Bush Medical Fellowship

Robert J. Shellum
1982 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Terrence K. Shelton
1986 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Sister Therese Sherlock
1987 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Karen E. Sherman
2009 Bush Artist Fellowship

Claire Sun Yung Shin
2007 Bush Artist Fellowship

Gayla L. Shoemake
1990 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Jacqui L. Shoholm
1981 Bush Leadership Fellowship

William Shores, M.D.
2000 Bush Medical Fellowship

Sherry Lee Short
2008 Dakota Creative Connections

Susan Showalter
1983 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Ann M. Shrader
1990 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Dan Shroyer
1981 Bush Leadership Fellowship

R. Craig Shulstad
1976 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Tracy Sides
2013 Bush Fellowship Program

E. Ann Sidoti
1980 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Katherine J. Sieben
2007 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Christopher J. Siegler
1978 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Douglas E. Sill, M.D.
2008 Bush Medical Fellowship

William Ralph Simenson
1999 Bush Artist Fellowship

David J. Simondet
1978 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Bill Simonett
1990 Bush Artist Fellowship

Heather Simonich
2012 Bush Fellowship Program

Dorothy J. Simpson
1983 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Barbara Simpson Epps
2012 Bush Fellowship Program

Marvin Sims
2014 Bush Fellowship Program

Denise A. Skinner
1977 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Donald E. Skjie, M.D.
1984 Bush Medical Fellowship

John G. Skogmo
1978 Bush Leadership Fellowship

William A. Slichter
2008 Bush Artist Fellowship

Linda J. Smaller
2003 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Thomas R. Smerling
1985 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Helen Smiley
1981 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Gregory Smith
1989 Bush Artist Fellowship

Joan Anne Smith
2000 Bush Artist Fellowship

John Paul Smith
1986 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Kathleen K. Smith
1984 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Linda Kay Smith
1977 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Matthew Sawyer Smith
2007 Bush Artist Fellowship

Richard H. Smith
1988 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Ronald A. Smith
2002 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Rosa A. Smith
1978 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Kimberley A. Smolik  
2007 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Peter T. Smyth, M.D.  
1988 Bush Medical Fellowship

Sarah Regan Snavely  
2008 Dakota Creative Connections

Shana Sniffen  
2013 Bush Fellowship Program

Misti R. Snow  
1998 Bush Leadership Fellowship

John Snyder  
1986 Bush Artist Fellowship

Cassandra K. Soeffing  
2005 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Loren Solberg  
1987 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Jason Sole  
2013 Bush Fellowship Program

James E. Solheim  
1974 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Gregory W. Solien  
1985 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Timothy L. Solien  
1981 Bush Artist Fellowship  
1990 Bush Artist Fellowship

Richard L. Solly  
1995 Bush Artist Fellowship

Craig Solomonson  
1982 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Lawrence Sommer  
1982 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Michael James Sommers  
1990 Bush Artist Fellowship  
1998 Bush Artist Fellowship  
2009 Enduring Vision Award

Christine Sorensen  
2012 Bush Fellowship Program

Stephanie Sorensen  
1989 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Reverend W. Robert Sorensen  
1976 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Nancy L. Sorenson  
1992 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Steven Robert Sorman  
1979 Bush Artist Fellowship

Alec W. Soth  
2008 Bush Artist Fellowship

Raymond J. Spack  
1984 Bush Leadership Fellowship

James H. Spear  
1981 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Lawrence D. Spears  
1997 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Nancy H. Speer  
1984 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Kathleen A. Speltz  
1986 Bush Leadership Fellowship

James E. Sperry  
1984 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Sandra L. Spieler  
1986 Bush Artist Fellowship  
2002 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Paul M. Spilseth, M.D.  
1986 Bush Medical Fellowship

William M. Spinelli, M.D.  
2008 Bush Medical Fellowship

Alyce Spotted Bear  
1988 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Chris Spotted Eagle  
1992 Bush Artist Fellowship

Diane L. Sprague  
2006 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Madelon Sprengnether  
1982 Bush Artist Fellowship

E. Patrick Springer  
1996 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Joseph P. Springer, M.D.  
1985 Bush Medical Fellowship

Dáithí Sproule  
2009 Bush Artist Fellowship

Malini Srivastava  
2014 Bush Fellowship Program

Julie C. Stafford  
2014 Bush Fellowship Program

Jerry M. Stai  
1986 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Teri A. Staloch  
2001 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Kristin Donnan Standard  
1997 Bush Artist Fellowship

Elizabeth Starbuck  
1995 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Jason T. Stark  
2005 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Thomas F. Stark  
1985 Bush Leadership Fellowship  
Donald Starzinsky, M.D.  
2004 Bush Medical Fellowship  
J.D. Steele  
2003 Bush Artist Fellowship  
Catherine Stehly-Bertucci  
1973 Bush Leadership Fellowship  
Deborah Stein  
2009 Bush Artist Fellowship  
Wayne J. Stein  
1985 Bush Leadership Fellowship  
Francis W. Steindorf  
1987 Bush Leadership Fellowship  
Heather J. Steiner  
1992 Bush Leadership Fellowship  
Keith Stelter, M.D.  
2001 Bush Medical Fellowship  
Joyce E. Stenstrom  
1988 Bush Leadership Fellowship  
Thomas E. Stenvig  
1993 Bush Leadership Fellowship  
Georgia Ann Stephens  
1986 Bush Artist Fellowship  
Leann S. Sterk  
1992 Bush Leadership Fellowship  
Dennis C. Stevens, M.D.  
1991 Bush Medical Fellowship  
Edward F. Stevens  
1976 Bush Leadership Fellowship  
Patrick T. Stevens  
1982 Bush Leadership Fellowship  
Susan K. Stevens  
1981 Bush Leadership Fellowship  
Connie M. Steward  
1982 Bush Leadership Fellowship  
Chris Stewart  
2014 Bush Fellowship Program  
Richard D. Stewart, M.D.  
1983 Bush Medical Fellowship  
Sharon Stewart Johnson  
1981 Bush Leadership Fellowship  
Robin L. Stiehm  
2000 Bush Artist Fellowship  
Anne H. Stoe, M.D.  
2000 Bush Medical Fellowship  
Eric Stokes  
1985 Bush Artist Fellowship  
1993 Bush Artist Fellowship  
Kimberly R. Stokes  
1989 Bush Leadership Fellowship  
Peter J. Stokman, M.D.  
1998 Bush Medical Fellowship  
James H. Storm  
1984 Bush Leadership Fellowship  
Sandra L. Stover, M.D.  
2005 Bush Medical Fellowship  
Michele D. Strachan, M.D.  
1994 Bush Medical Fellowship  
Kimberly C. Strand  
2008 Bush Leadership Fellowship  
Michael Strand  
2014 Bush Fellowship Program  
Robert G. Strand  
2009 Bush Leadership Fellowship  
Jean T. Strandness  
1994 Bush Leadership Fellowship  
John J. Stansky, M.D.  
1985 Bush Medical Fellowship  
Angela D. Strassheim  
2006 Bush Artist Fellowship  
Norma J. Streyle  
1981 Bush Leadership Fellowship  
SueAnn P. Strom  
1992 Bush Leadership Fellowship  
Gabrielle W. Strong  
1992 Bush Leadership Fellowship  
Roxanne Struthers  
1994 Bush Leadership Fellowship  
Paul H. Stuetze  
1979 Bush Leadership Fellowship  
Reverend Wayne C. Stumme  
1974 Bush Leadership Fellowship  
LeRoy A. Stumpf  
1988 Bush Leadership Fellowship  
Daniel K. Sturm  
1991 Bush Artist Fellowship  
Mary Y. Sudduth  
1979 Bush Leadership Fellowship  
James M. Sulerud  
1983 Bush Leadership Fellowship  
Read Sulik, M.D.  
2012 Bush Fellowship Program
Chris Sullivan  
1987 Bush Artist Fellowship

Michael F. Sullivan  
1991 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Janel Y. Sully  
1992 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Barton Eastman Sutter  
1989 Bush Artist Fellowship

Susan Sveda-Uncapher  
1996 Bush Artist Fellowship

Victoria A. Svoboda  
2010 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Susan Marie Swanson  
1984 Bush Artist Fellowship

Carol J. Swenson  
1983 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Elizabeth A. Swenson  
2008 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Ernest W. Swihart Jr., M.D.  
1983 Bush Medical Fellowship

Carolyn J. Swiszcz  
2002 Bush Artist Fellowship

Robert W. Sykora  
2005 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Minh T. Ta  
2004 Bush Leadership Fellowship

John M. Taborn  
1970 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Erik M. Takeshita  
2005 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Deborah Talen  
2005 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Jody L. TallBear  
2009 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Rudy E. Tan, M.D.  
1980 Bush Medical Fellowship

Rajiv Tandon  
1987 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Mark Kwok-Wah Tang  
1997 Bush Artist Fellowship

Dennis Tanner  
1982 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Christopher Tashjian, M.D.  
2003 Bush Medical Fellowship

Howard F. Taswell, M.D.  
1993 Bush Medical Fellowship

Maria Cristina Tavera  
2005 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Bruce Edward Taylor  
1993 Bush Artist Fellowship

Kenneth J. Taylor  
1980 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Linda S. Taylor  
1995 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Marilynn J. Taylor  
1981 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Ryan Taylor  
2013 Bush Fellowship Program

Pamela Teaney Thomas  
2012 Bush Fellowship Program

Robert J. Teeling  
1978 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Mons A. Teig  
1983 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Mihailo Temali  
1998 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Catherine A. ten Broeke  
2004 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Bruce Thao  
2013 Bush Fellowship Program

Cy Thao  
2000 Bush Artist Fellowship

Khu Thao  
2005 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Mao H. Thao  
1991 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Nealcheng X. Thao  
2000 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Charlie Thayer  
2014 Bush Fellowship Program

Gordon C. Thayer  
1985 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Barbara B. Thirstrup  
1992 Bush Leadership Fellowship

John Thoemke  
1969 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Va-Megn Thoj  
2004 Bush Leadership Fellowship

2005 Bush Artist Fellowship

Carei F. Thomas  
1993 Bush Artist Fellowship

James R. Thomas  
1995 Bush Leadership Fellowship
Lynn M. Thomas
1994 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Noreen Thomas
2012 Bush Fellowship Program

Robert L. Thomas
1988 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Ruth G. Thomas
1986 Bush Leadership Fellowship

William C. Thomas
1972 Bush Leadership Fellowship

C. Ann Thompson
1977 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Charlotte S. Thompson
1972 Bush Leadership Fellowship

David M. Thompson, M.D.
2009 Bush Medical Fellowship

Dennis Thompson
1988 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Kristina M. Thompson
2006 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Mary Tingerthal
1984 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Catherine A. Tisinger
1976 Bush Leadership Fellowship

James Tittle
1988 Bush Artist Fellowship

Thomas Tjepkema
1974 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Mary T. Tjosvold
1985 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Brian J. Tool
1977 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Stephanie Birch Torbert
1976 Bush Artist Fellowship

Carolyn Torkelson, M.D.
2000 Bush Medical Fellowship

Carolyn M. Torma
1990 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Amy Therese Toscani
2004 Bush Artist Fellowship

John M. Toso, M.D.
2001 Bush Medical Fellowship

Henry P. Toutain
1995 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Frederick Townsend, M.D.
2002 Bush Medical Fellowship

Kristi Townshend
2012 Bush Fellowship Program

Tom E. Trabin
1987 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Colleen Tracy
1985 Bush Artist Fellowship

Douglas M. Trail-Johnson
2004 Bush Artist Fellowship

Daniel A. Trajano, M.D.
2009 Bush Medical Fellowship

Edith C. Travers
1981 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Vi Anne Traynor
1979 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Eric C. Tretbar
1991 Bush Artist Fellowship

William E. Thoms
1978 Bush Leadership Fellowship

E. Morgan Thorson
2000 Bush Artist Fellowship

N. Marcus Thygeson, M.D.
2008 Bush Medical Fellowship

B. Truesdell
1982 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Tsultim K. Tsagong
2004 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Carol B. Truesdell
1991 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Ha H. Tuong
1984 Bush Leadership Fellowship
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Fellowship Year</th>
<th>Fellowship Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Motria Turczan</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>Bush Artist Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarita M. Turner</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Bush Leadership Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. Owen Turnland</td>
<td>1971</td>
<td>Bush Leadership Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Anne Tuttle</td>
<td>1981</td>
<td>Bush Leadership Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert A. Ubbelohde</td>
<td>1983</td>
<td>Bush Leadership Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valerie K. Ulstad, M.D.</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>Bush Leadership Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noriyas Un</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>Bush Leadership Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathryn M. Ungerecht</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>Bush Leadership Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura J. Unold</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>Bush Leadership Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James J. Urick, M.D.</td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>Bush Medical Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shirley Utzinger McConnell</td>
<td>1978</td>
<td>Bush Leadership Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deborah Louise Vajda</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>Bush Artist Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linda M. Valerian</td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>Bush Leadership Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathleen Van de Walle, D.O.</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Bush Medical Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen Irene Van Fossan</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Bush Artist Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandra L. Van Gerpen, M.D.</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>Bush Medical Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darla J. Van Heerde, M.D.</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>Bush Medical Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristin Van Loon</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Bush Artist Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark C. Van Norman</td>
<td>1994</td>
<td>Bush Leadership Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leo L. Van Sambeek</td>
<td>1981</td>
<td>Bush Leadership Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy J. Van Sloun</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Bush Leadership Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laurie Susan Van Wieren</td>
<td>1985</td>
<td>Bush Artist Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Vanasek</td>
<td>1985</td>
<td>Bush Leadership Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katrina Marie Vandenbergen</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Bush Artist Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janika Lynn Vandervelde</td>
<td>1986</td>
<td>Bush Artist Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bao K. Vang</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>Bush Leadership Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ka Vang</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Bush Artist Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kalc Vang</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Bush FellowshipProgram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee Vang</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Bush Artist Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandra L. Vargas</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>Bush Leadership Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharon R. Vaughan</td>
<td>1979</td>
<td>Bush Leadership Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dwight Vaught</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>Bush Leadership Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>José A. Vega</td>
<td>1990</td>
<td>Bush Leadership Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. Scott Velders, M.D.</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Bush Medical Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JoAnn Verburg</td>
<td>1983</td>
<td>Bush Artist Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roman J. Verostko</td>
<td>1969</td>
<td>Bush Leadership Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxine J. Vestre</td>
<td>1978</td>
<td>Bush Leadership Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathryn L. Vigen</td>
<td>1979</td>
<td>Bush Leadership Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Vigen</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Bush FellowshipProgram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gary R. Viken</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td>Bush Leadership Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sean M. Virnig</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Bush Leadership Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jantje Visscher</td>
<td>1984</td>
<td>Bush Artist Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Honorable Erma J. Vizenor</td>
<td>1988</td>
<td>Bush Leadership Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerald Vizenor</td>
<td>1973</td>
<td>Bush Leadership Fellowship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ann C. Vogel, M.D.</td>
<td>1981</td>
<td>Bush Medical Fellowship</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Bertrand S.W. Vogelweide  
2001 Bush Artist Fellowship

Randall S. Vollertsen, M.D.  
1990 Bush Medical Fellowship

David L. von Weiss, M.D.  
1998 Bush Medical Fellowship

Scott M. Voss  
2009 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Frank J. Voth  
1973 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Bea N. VueBenson  
2003 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Mike D. Wagner  
1995 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Patricia A. Wagner  
1998 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Ralph A. Wagner, Dr. E., P.E.  
1991 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Charles Waibel  
2013 Bush Fellowship Program

Debra B. Waldron, M.D.  
2004 Bush Medical Fellowship

Margaret Walker  
1983 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Mary Katherine Walker  
1980 Bush Artist Fellowship

Patricia F. Walker, M.D.  
1995 Bush Medical Fellowship

Leslie J. Walking Elk  
2006 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Star Wallowing Bull  
2010 Bush Artist Fellowship

Darlene R. Walser  
2006 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Nancy B. Walters  
1981 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Jennifer Waltman  
2014 Bush Fellowship Program

Calvin L. Walton  
1965 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Ardes N. Walz  
1974 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Lester A. Wanninger  
1976 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Cary A. Waterman  
1977 Bush Artist Fellowship  
1983 Bush Artist Fellowship

Charles K. Waterman  
1980 Bush Artist Fellowship

John Wathum-Ocama  
1996 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Bernadine Watson  
1984 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Leslie Watson  
2013 Bush Fellowship Program

Steven R. Watson  
1987 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Thomas G. Weaver, M.D.  
1983 Bush Medical Fellowship

William W. Weaver  
1987 Bush Artist Fellowship

Betty J. Webb  
1991 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Margaret E. Weber  
1986 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Rick L. Weber, M.D.  
1985 Bush Medical Fellowship

Lisa D. Weddell  
2010 Bush Leadership Fellowship

John R. Weddle  
1982 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Suzanne Weil  
1973 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Richard W. Weise  
1978 Bush Artist Fellowship  
1990 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Janis H. Weiss  
1983 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Anita M. Weitzman  
1993 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Richard J. Welch  
1981 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Robert F. Welch, M.D.  
1987 Bush Medical Fellowship

Susan Welch  
1982 Bush Artist Fellowship

Sister Thomas Welder, O.S.B.  
1987 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Stephen B. Wellington, Jr.  
1983 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Tene Wells  
2012 Bush Fellowship Program
Jon D. Wempner, M.D.  
1979 Bush Medical Fellowship

Kristine E. Werner  
1980 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Kathleen M. Wesa, M.D.  
2001 Bush Medical Fellowship

James S. Westcott  
1997 Bush Leadership Fellowship

David E. Westgard, M.D.  
1988 Bush Medical Fellowship

Donald P. Wharton  
1991 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Kristi Wheeler  
1983 Bush Artist Fellowship

Barbara E. Whipple  
1979 Bush Artist Fellowship

Donna M. Whitcomb  
1981 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Delina L. White  
2010 Bush Artist Fellowship

James L. White  
1978 Bush Artist Fellowship

Jay P. White  
1986 Bush Artist Fellowship

Frankee L. White Dress  
2009 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Maureen L. White Eagle  
2005 Bush Leadership Fellowship

John F. Whitehead  
2010 Bush Artist Fellowship

Ernest Whiteman  
1992 Bush Artist Fellowship

(Mary) Jane Whiteside  
1985 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Patricia T. Whitfield  
1993 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Daniel J. Whitlock, M.D.  
1992 Bush Medical Fellowship

Barbara J. Whitemore  
1984 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Stella Whitney-West  
1998 Bush Leadership Fellowship

David L. Wicklund  
1976 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Sharon L. Wickner  
1986 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Claudia Wieland-Randall  
1996 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Flo H. Wiger  
1978 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Elizabeth L. Wigley  
1995 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Dwayne Charles Wilcox  
2006 Bush Artist Fellowship

Michael R. Wilcox, M.D.  
1983 Bush Medical Fellowship

Arwen Wilder  
2002 Bush Artist Fellowship

Patricia S. Wilder  
1986 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Jane Rae Wilkens, M.D.  
2006 Bush Medical Fellowship

Mary Wilkens, M.D.  
2004 Bush Medical Fellowship

Penny M. Wilkie, M.D.  
2005 Bush Medical Fellowship

Reverend Bruce M. Williams  
1984 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Garret Christopher Williams  
1994 Bush Artist Fellowship

2001 Bush Artist Fellowship

Jeffrey Scott Williams  
1995 Bush Artist Fellowship

Marie Sheppard Williams  
1995 Bush Artist Fellowship

Miriam Q. Williams  
1985 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Ronald Williams  
1983 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Theartrice Williams  
1970 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Theresa E. Williams  
1980 Bush Leadership Fellowship

Blake J. Williamson, M.D.  
1988 Bush Medical Fellowship

Laurel M. Wills, M.D.  
2009 Bush Medical Fellowship

Laurel M. Wills, M.D.  
2009 Bush Medical Fellowship

Sheri Helene Wilner  
2007 Bush Artist Fellowship

August Wilson  
1983 Bush Artist Fellowship
Diane Wilson
2013 Bush Fellowship Program
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